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**Abstract**

**Ultrashort Optical Pulse Generation Using Actively Mode-Locked and FM Fiber Ring Lasers**

by NGUYEN Dang Trang

Fiber lasers with ultrashort pulse generation and high beam quality have been becoming significant in various fields of applications, such as optical communication, high-precision material processing, and bio-medicine. This thesis works on developing new technologies for generation of ultrashort optical pulses using fiber lasers. A picosecond frequency modulation (FM) fiber laser and an actively mode-locked femtosecond fiber laser have been investigated and developed.

Picosecond optical pulse generation using the FM fiber ring laser was analyzed in detail. FM fiber laser operation was realized by using a fiber ring with an internal phase modulator and an erbium-doped fiber amplifier. To generate picosecond pulses from the FM fiber laser, an external dispersive single-mode fiber was employed. By external intensity modulation, the background of the output optical pulse chain was removed. The background ratio of the generated ultrashort pulses was calculated and compared with the experimental results. The experimental results showed an output optical pulse width of 1.77 ps and a spectral bandwidth of 0.5 THz. The pulse train had the repetition rate of about 10 GHz. With short pulse width, wide and flat bandwidth, and high repetition rate, this laser can be used for many applications, such as optical communication.

In addition, an actively mode-locked erbium-doped fiber ring laser was developed to generate femtosecond pulses. Instead of using conventional sinusoidal modulation, impulse modulation was utilized to modulate the fiber ring cavity losses. The impulse modulation was realized by a dual-electrode Mach-Zehnder intensity modulator, which was driven by a fabricated electrical impulse generator. The principles of femtosecond optical pulse generation by the proposed laser was analyzed in detail. The active modelocking directly generated optical pulses with duration of 300 fs and a repetition rate of 9.188 MHz, the same as the fundamental frequency of the cavity. With such short pulse width and fundamental repetition rate, the generated pulses contain very high peak power, which is promising for applications in biology such as cell fusion and cell killing.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Overview

Let’s begin with the meaning of ‘ultrashort’ term used in ultrafast optics. First, we consider the relevant time units:

1 nanosecond (ns) = $10^{-9}$ second (s),
1 picosecond (ps) = $10^{-12}$ s,
1 femtosecond (fs) = $10^{-15}$ s.

The word ‘ultrashort’ is usually used for the picosecond time scale and below. The spatial equivalent of these short time units is very useful to put them in perspective. For example, one second light pulse can travel over a distance of 300,000 km, equal to the speed of light multiplied by 1 s. “This is roughly three-fourths of the distance from the Earth to the moon, a distance we will consider very slow!” [24] Meanwhile, a picosecond pulse has a spatial extent of only 0.3 mm and that of a femtosecond pulse is only 0.3 µm.

Since the first laser was reported in 1960 [25], laser has been applying in every aspect of our modern life. In recent decades, with the development of various doped fibers, fiber lasers have been increasingly investigated. The fiber lasers have many advantages over solid-state glass lasers, such as high beam quality, high laser efficiency, compact volume, good thermal management, and low noise floor. In addition, the fiber itself is the waveguide so it minimizes the need for bulk optics and alignment mechanism. With
fibers and fiber couplers, many cavity configurations can be built. Among them, the fiber ring cavity have been widely utilized [26–30] because of its simplicity.

In this thesis, we specifically focus on generating ultrashort optical pulses in picosecond and femtosecond time scales with wavelength in 1550 nm band using erbium-doped fiber ring cavities.

1.1.1 Ultrashort pulse generation using FM fiber ring laser

Phase modulation of light inside the laser cavity is a more efficient method to generate modulated continuous wave (CW) or chirped light compared with modulating a single mode laser output externally with a phase or frequency modulator. Through mode coupling, this method can perform FM modulation with higher modulation index. The first demonstration of FM laser was in He-Ne gas laser [31], which was produced by detuning the phase modulation frequency slightly further from the axial mode spacing.

Thanks to its broad, flat, and tunable spectral bandwidth characteristics, fiber ring FM lasers have been recently investigated [26, 32, 33]. The output of the FM laser is a widely chirped CW with a modulation frequency equal to the applied frequency and an FM index that is much larger than the single-pass modulation index of the intracavity phase modulator. In addition, the spectral bandwidth of the FM laser can be easily tuned by the modulation index and detuning frequency of the internal phase modulator. Therefore, the FM laser operation is a promising technique for optical frequency comb generation [26].

In the time domain, the output waveform of the FM laser is a frequency-modulated constant-amplitude signal [33]. This property limits the applications of the FM laser. Short pulses can be generated by active FM mode-locking [34–36]. Yet, the output spectrum of the FM mode-locked operation exhibits a bell-shaped pattern. It was also observed that for a given gain medium, the spectrum width of the FM laser output can be much larger than that achievable from a conventional active mode-locking [33]. Therefore, to generate ultrashort FM laser pulses while maintaining the broad and flat spectrum characteristics, an external compression scheme added at the output of the FM laser should be employed. There are various methods for compressing optical pulses, such as the use of a dispersive single-mode fiber (SMF) [37] and diffraction gratings [38].
Compared with the use of diffraction gratings, the use of a dispersive SMF has the advantage of low insertion loss.

This thesis uses the method based on chirp compensation using an external dispersive SMF to generate high-repetition-rate picosecond pulses by fiber ring FM lasers. The FM laser operation is realized by detuning the modulation frequency of a phase modulator in a fiber ring cavity with an erbium-doped fiber amplifier (EDFA). The compression scheme utilizes a dispersive SMF for pulse compression and an intensity modulator for pulse background removal.

1.1.2 Ultrashort pulse generation using actively mode-locked fiber ring laser

Mode-locking is the most common way to generate ultrafast optical pulses. The fiber lasers can be mode-locked to generate single or multiple pulses per a cavity round-trip. Passively mode-locked fiber lasers can generate short pulses in the femtosecond range [28, 29]. However, the passive mode-locking is sensitive and almost uncontrollable as the stable mode-locking is achieved. By slightly changing in surrounding conditions, the passively mode-locked lasers can generate multiple optical pulses per a round-trip at random times [10, 30].

In contrast, actively mode-locked fiber lasers are stable and controllable because active elements (acousto-optic or electro-optic modulators) are used inside the laser cavity. However, the active mode-locking often generates relatively long pulse duration in the picosecond range [35, 39–42] because the modulation speed of active modulators is limited. To generate pico-subpicosecond optical pulses, the active mode-locking using the conventional sinusoidal modulation needs to operate at a high repetition rate of 10 GHz or higher [35, 36, 39]. With such a high repetition rate, multiple pulses are simultaneously oscillated inside the cavity per a round-trip. They share the same cavity power so that the peak power per a single pulse is low compared with the case where only a single pulse is oscillated per a round-trip. Recently, an actively mode-locked fiber laser that can generate femtosecond optical pulses at the fundamental repetition rate has been reported [43]. It used an electro-optic phase modulator in a Sagnac loop.
In this thesis, we introduce an actively mode-locked mechanism that utilizes impulse modulation inside an erbium-doped fiber ring cavity to generate optical pulses at the fundamental repetition rate with pulse duration in the sub-500 fs range. The impulse modulation is studied and developed to obtain fast and large modulation of the cavity losses. As a result, femtosecond pulses can be generated by the proposed actively mode-locked fiber laser.

1.2 Thesis Aim

This thesis concentrates on investigating new technologies to generate ultrashort optical pulses using an FM fiber laser and an actively mode-locked fiber laser. A pulse compression technique based on a dispersive single mode fiber is investigated to obtain picosecond pulses from the FM fiber laser while remaining the interesting properties of the FM fiber laser. Beside, impulse intensity modulation is studied and introduced to use in a fiber ring cavity in order to achieve the actively mode-locked fiber laser, which can generate sub-500 fs optical pulses.

1.3 Outlines of Thesis

Coming after this introduction, the thesis is organized by other five chapters as follows:

- Chapter 2 gives an overview of fiber laser technology including various gain fibers covering the whole infrared spectral region from 1μm to 2 μm.

- Chapter 3 describes the mathematical description of ultrashort laser pulses. In addition, the most common method for generation of ultrashort laser pulses, which is mode-locking, is described.

- Chapter 4 demonstrates one of the main achievements and findings of this thesis: Ultrashort pulse generation using FM fiber ring laser. The basic principles of FM laser are described. The theoretical analysis of chirping compression using a dispersive optical fiber is also included. Finally, theoretical analysis and experimental results of the proposed mechanism are covered.
Chapter 5 describes the other main achievements and findings of this thesis: Femtosecond pulse generation by actively mode-locked fiber ring laser. In this chapter, an introduction of impulse modulation is included first and then several setups are developed. Operation principles and experimental results are also described.

Finally, chapter 6 concludes this thesis and suggests some future promising research related to the contents.
Chapter 2

Fiber Laser

In general, a fiber laser consists of a gain medium made of rare-earth-ion doped fibers. Sometimes, this definition covers those lasers where most of the laser resonator is made of fibers. This chapter pays attention on the rare-earth-ion doped fibers which are used in high power and ultrashort pulse fiber lasers such as erbium (Er), ytterbium (Yb), thulium (Tm), and holmium (Ho). In this thesis, we use fiber lasers with the gain medium made of Er-ion doped fiber, which emits optical wavelength in 1.5-1.6 μm band. This chapter also provides a brief review of fiber laser technologies.

2.1 Rare-Earth-Ion Doped Fibers

Table 2.1 shows the most common laser-active rare-earth ions and their characteristics. Among these ions, erbium-doped fibers and ytterbium-doped fibers are the technologically most important. They are used to make erbium-doped fiber amplifiers and high-power fiber lasers and amplifiers.

The chemical composition of the host glass affects the possible performance and practical use of an active doped fiber. The core composition of rare-earth-doped fibers is normally modified by additional dopants to increase doping concentrations or to have effects on the refractive index, on the spectral shape of the optical transitions, or on the rate of energy transfers. Pure silicate is rarely used, but aluminosilicate, germanosilicate, or phosphosilicate glass is used instead [22].
Table 2.1: Common laser-active rare-earth ions and host glasses and important emission wavelength [22].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ion</th>
<th>Common host glasses</th>
<th>Important emission wavelengths</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ytterbium ($Yb^{3+}$)</td>
<td>Silicate glass</td>
<td>1.0 - 1.1 µm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erbium ($Er^{3+}$)</td>
<td>Silicate and phosphate glasses, fluoride glasses</td>
<td>1.5 - 1.6 µm, 2.7 µm, 0.55 µm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thulium ($Tm^{3+}$)</td>
<td>Silicate and germanate glasses, fluoride glasses</td>
<td>1.7 - 2.1 µm, 1.45 - 1.53 µm, 0.48 µm, 0.8 µm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holmium ($Ho^{3+}$)</td>
<td>Silicate glasses, fluorozirconate glasses</td>
<td>2.1 µm, 2.9 µm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Erbium, ytterbium, and thulium doped fibers are the most well-known active gain media. As described in table 2.1, the emission wavelength of Yb-doped fibers is around 1.0 µm, the main emission wavelength of Er-doped fibers around 1.55 µm, and that of Tm-doped fibers around 2.0 µm. Some fibers are intentionally doped with two different kinds of ions to obtain interesting properties. Er and Yb can be doped together to increase pump absorption per unit length. Tm-ions can be combined with Ho-ions to extend the emission wavelength band.

2.1.1 Erbium-doped fibers

The technically most important rare-earth metal ions are $Er^{3+}$. Er-ions provide gain in a main broad wavelength range around 1.55 µm. This band lies in the low-loss transmission window of optical fibers so it is particularly interesting and important for optical communication. The first Er-doped fibers were reported in 1985 [44]. Er-doped fiber amplifiers and lasers were demonstrated after two years in 1987 [45, 46].

Host glasses for Er-ions are mostly silicate and phosphate types. They are used both for bulk lasers and fiber lasers and amplifiers. Fig. 2.1 shows the energy level diagram of the Er-ion and some common optical transitions. The most common optical pumping bands of Er-ions are 980 nm (the transition $^{4}I_{15/2} \rightarrow ^{4}I_{11/2}$) and 1450 nm (the transition $^{4}I_{15/2} \rightarrow ^{4}I_{13/2}$). These wavelength bands can be generated by commercial semiconductor laser diodes. Due to high phonon energies, silicate glasses exhibit a relatively fast multi-phonon transition leading from $^{4}I_{11/2}$ to $^{4}I_{13/2}$. The upper-state
lifetime of $^4I_{13/2}$ manifold is of the order of 8 - 10 ms. Meanwhile, due to fast multi-phonon decay, all higher levels have lifetimes of at most a few microseconds.

In lasers and amplifiers, the Er behaves as a quasi-three-level transition system as confirmed by experimental relaxation oscillation measurement [47]. Therefore, Er-doped lasers and amplifiers require a significant excitation density of the Er-ions, and Er-lasers typically exhibit a high threshold pump power. The most common laser transition (widely used in erbium-doped fiber amplifiers) is from $^4I_{13/2}$ manifold to the ground-state manifold $^4I_{15/2}$. The transition wavelength is usually around 1.53 - 1.6 µm.

Fig. 2.2 shows the absorption and emission cross-sections for Er-ions in Er:Yb-doped phosphate glass. Er-fibers are often co-doped with Yb$^{3+}$ sensitizer ions to achieve efficient pump absorption on the $^4I_{15/2} \rightarrow ^4I_{11/2}$ transition. The Yb-ions can efficiently absorb pump radiation e.g. at 980 nm, and then transfer the energy to Er-ions in the ground-state manifold, bring them into $^4I_{11/2}$ manifold. The ions are quickly transfered from that level to the laser level $^4I_{13/2}$.
Er-fibers are also beneficial gain medium for ultrashort mode-locked fiber laser because the gain spectrum of Er-fibers is broad [35, 36]. In addition, the fiber dispersion at 1550 nm is anomalous, which supports mode-locked fiber lasers operating in the soliton regime [10, 43].

In this thesis, we use an Er$^{3+}$-doped fiber amplifier (EDFA) as a gain medium for proposed ultrafast fiber lasers. The EDFA provides gain in a broad wavelength band of 1530 - 1560 nm.

### 2.1.2 Ytterbium-doped fibers

Yb is a chemical element that belongs to the group of rare-earth metals. In laser technology, Yb provides optical amplification and gain around 1000 nm wavelength. It has obtained a remarkable role in the form of the trivalent ion Yb$^{3+}$, which is used as a laser-active dopant in a variety of host materials, including both crystals and glasses. Yb-activated glass was initially reported for laser material in 1962 [48]. However, the first Yb-based silicate gain fiber was proposed in 1988 [49], 26 years later. Since then, Yb-doped fibers have been intensively investigated during the last two decades. It is often used for high-power lasers and for wavelength-tunable solid-state lasers.

Fig. 2.3 displays the energy level diagram of the Yb$^{3+}$-ions in Yb:YAG. Yb is a quasi-three level laser medium. Yb-doped lasers have a number of interesting properties. They have a very simple electronic level structure with only one excited state at $^2F_{5/2}$ manifold.
Pumping and amplification involve transitions between the ground-state manifold $^2F_{7/2}$ and the excited-state. The small quantum defect allows for very high power efficiencies of lasers and reduces the thermal effects in Yb-lasers and amplifiers. The fairly large gain bandwidth of the laser transitions allows for generating ultrashort pulses in mode-locked Yb-lasers.

The absorption and emission spectra of Yb-ions in the cores of germanosilicate glass fibers are shown in Fig. 2.4. It can be seen that efficient pumping is possible around a wavelength of 910 nm or near 975 nm. In the 975 nm pumping case, the pump linewidth
must be small and about 50% excitation level can be obtained due to stimulated emission. However, the absorption length and the quantum defect are smaller compared with 910 nm pumping case. Yb-ions generates strong fluorescence bands at 980 nm and at 1030 nm.

Although the Yb-ion has the simple electronic level structure, strong quenching effects can occur in Yb-doped fibers [50]. With quenching effects, some fraction of the Yb-ions (from a few percents to more than 50%, depending strongly on the fabrication conditions) has an extremely short upper-state lifetime, whereas the other Yb-ions are basically unaffected. Quenching effects are severe because even a small fraction is sufficient for strongly reducing the laser or amplifier performance. Some high doping concentration Yb-doped fibers have been demonstrated to suffer another detrimental effect that is photodarkening [51]. This effect results in a broadband loss centered at the visible wavelengths and decreases the output power efficiency and long-term reliability of a high-power laser. To avoid photodarkening, fiber doping concentration and core structure design should be carefully considered.

2.1.3 Thulium-doped fibers

Tm$^{3+}$-ions provide gain in a broad wavelength range from 1700 to 2100 nm. This wavelength range is beneficial for some applications operating in the mid infrared range e.g. spectroscopy and biomedical and military applications [52, 53]. The first Tm-doped fiber laser was pumped at 800 nm by a dye laser, providing gain at 1900 nm [54]. Common Tm$^{3+}$-based glasses are silicate, germanate, and fluoride glasses.

Fig. 2.5 shows the energy level structure of Tm$^{3+}$ and important transitions. Tm$^{3+}$ is a quasi-three level medium. Tm-ions allow for several pumping wavelengths including 800 nm, 1150 nm, and 1600 nm. The most common pumping wavelength is 800 nm but at this wavelength Tm$^{3+}$-doped fibers suffer large quantum defect, leading to the increase of temperature and cooling problems. Commercial semiconductor-based lasers can be used for pumping at 1150 nm. For the sake of low quantum defect, an Er-fiber amplifier operating at 1560 nm can be used to pump Tm-doped fibers. In this case, quantum defect is significantly decreased by directly pumping into the core of Tm-doped fibers.
The main absorption bands of Tm-ions are shown in Fig. 2.6 (a). The main emission band is broad, from 1700 nm to 2100 nm (Fig. 2.6 (b)). Tm$^{3+}$-doped fibers can also be used to emit 480 nm (visible blue) via upconversion process (Fig. 2.5) [55]. By using the pumping wavelength of 1150 nm and excited state absorption (ESA), upconversion lasers can produce hundreds of mW output power at 480 nm [55]. These effects are harmful as Tm$^{3+}$-doped fibers are used for 2000 nm laser emission.

The emission wavelength band of Tm$^{3+}$-doped fibers is up to 2100 nm but the long wavelength tail beyond 2000 nm is weak. This wavelength tail is able to enhance by adding Ho$^{3+}$-ions as sensitizers.

### 2.1.4 Holmium-doped fibers

Ho$^{3+}$-doped fiber lasers have emission wavelength band centered at 2100 nm [8]. There is another emission band centered at mid-infrared 2900 nm [56] which was pumped at the visible absorption peak located at 640 nm. Fig. 2.7 displays the simplified energy level diagram of Ho$^{3+}$-ions and the important pumping and lasing transitions. It can be seen that there are three main pumping wavelength of 640 nm, 1150 nm, and 1900 nm. Therefore, Ho-doped fibers can be used in-band pumping with Tm-doped fiber lasers.
operating at 1900 nm. Typical host materials for Ho$^{3+}$-doped fibers are silicate and fluoride glasses.

Fig. 2.8 shows the room-temperature absorption and emission spectra of Ho$^{3+}$-ions doped in the cores of scandium silica fibers (Ho:SSO). The absorption spectrum is from 1750 nm to 2200 nm with the maximum peak located at 1940 nm. Emission spectrum is from 1800 nm to 2200 nm with broad emission waveband centered at 1943 nm, 2028 nm, and 2087 nm. The full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the spectrum is about 193 nm.
Figure 2.7: Simplified energy level structure of Ho$^{3+}$, and the usual pump and laser transitions [7]

Figure 2.8: Absorption and emission cross-sections of Ho$^{3+}$-ions doped in the cores of scandium silica fibers (Ho:SSO) [8]
2.2 Review of Fiber Lasers

2.2.1 Review

Fiber lasers are usually meant to be lasers with a gain medium made of a rare-earth-doped fiber. The previous section reviews some common rare-earth-ions doped in fiber lasers. The first reported experiments with gain fibers and amplification in a fiber laser were conducted in the beginning of the 1960s using Nd$^{3+}$-doped fiber pumped with a flash lamp [57, 58]. Since then, fiber lasers have been widely investigated and become practical systems with many advantages.

One of the most important steps in the development of fiber lasers was the manufacturing and using of low loss silica (SiO$_2$) host glass fibers in 1973 [59]. However, it took 12 years for the first single mode CW fiber lasers were developed in 1985 [60]. After the development of a novel manufacturing technology for rare-earth-ion-doped fibers based on the modified chemical vapor deposition method [61], new lasers and gain fibers doped with various rare-earth-ions were fabricated with precise and controllable doping concentrations.

![Typical setup of a simple fiber laser](image)

The most important part in fiber lasers is the fiber resonator. There are various types of fiber resonators including fiber ring resonators and linear resonators using reflectors (mirrors). Fig. 2.9 shows a simple laboratory setup of a fiber laser. In this setup, pump light is launched from the left-hand side with a lens through a dichroic mirror into the core of the doped fiber. The generated laser light is extracted on the right-hand side through another dichroic mirror. Other types of reflectors are also used to form linear fiber laser resonators including Fresnel reflection from a bare fiber end face (Fig. 2.10), fiber Bragg grating (Fig. 2.11), and fiber coupler.
The first Q-switched fiber lasers were proposed in 1986 [62], using an acousto-optic modulator to initiate pulse. Experimental results showed that the Q-switched fiber laser could generate 200 ns pulses. The first mode-locked single mode CW fiber laser was also reported in 1986 [63] with 1 ns pulse generation. In 1989, the first mode-locked Er-doped fiber laser with soliton pulse shaping was demonstrated with 4 ps pulse generation [64]. Sub-picosecond pulses were generated for the first time in the beginning of the 1990s by using a Nd-doped fiber laser [65, 66]. Compact all-fiber lasers without bulk elements such as gratings and prisms was developed during this period by Duling with an all-fiber Er-laser mode-locked using a nonlinear loop mirror [10, 67]. This setup is shown in Fig. 2.12, which is so-called figure-eight cavity configuration.
So far, a countless number of development in ultrafast fiber lasers has been demonstrated. Consequently, the pulse duration has been reduced to the femtosecond regime and the pulse energy has been increased up to µJ levels. There are a lot kinds of ultrafast fiber lasers those can emit at different wavelengths and with different pulse durations and pulse energies. Sub-30 fs pulses were obtained from passively mode-locked Yb-fiber lasers [68].

Both actively and passively Q-switched fiber lasers can be used for generating pulses with durations in the range of tens and hundreds of nanoseconds. The pulse energy generated by Q-switched fiber laser with large mode area fibers can be mJ scales [69]. Output pulses as short as 8 ns were generated by a stable passively Q-switched Yb-doped fiber laser [70].

High-power fiber lasers have been intensively studied and developed. Whereas the first fiber lasers could generate only a few milliwatts of output power, there are now high-power fiber lasers which can provide output power up to hundreds of watts or even higher. This results from a very high surface-to-volume ratio of fibers (avoiding heat issues) and the guiding effect. With the development of double-clad fiber structure [71], high-power fiber lasers were much improved. Nowadays, double-clad fiber laser structures have a core for signal propagation together with a larger second clad for the multimode pumping light. This mechanism allows to pump with low-brightness and low-cost multimode emitters while maintaining the desired single mode beam-quality for the signal. In addition, the development of high-power low-brightness semiconductor pump diodes also contributes to the development of the high-power fiber laser.

2.2.2 Fiber lasers versus bulk lasers

It is natural to make a comparison between fiber lasers and bulk lasers (solid-state lasers) because they are used in overlapping application areas. Recently, there have been claims that fiber lasers will gradually replace most bulk lasers because they could reach the same or even better performance but at low price. However, they still have a bunch of challenges. The comparison outcome thus depends on various details of the specific requirements. In the following, the most important aspects of technical challenges of fiber lasers and bulk lasers are briefly described to obtain a fair comparison [72].
Rare-earth-doped fibers are limited by the doping concentration in glasses. As a result, their gain and pump absorption per unit length are moderate. They require the use of relatively long gain media, which has various consequences. It leads to strong effects of the Kerr nonlinearity, though the relatively small nonlinear index of fused silica. Consequently, the pulse duration or output power of fiber lasers is limited.

Fiber lasers often operate with high gain and high resonator losses. In contrast, many bulk lasers operate with the small resonator losses, which make them interesting for intra-cavity frequency doubling and can lead to lower phase noise. Uncontrollable birefringence occurs in many fiber devices, which changes the polarization state from linear to elliptical and these changes are dependent on surrounding temperature and fiber bending. Therefore, many fiber lasers require the use of polarization controllers as the temperature changes. This problem can be eliminated by using polarization-maintaining fibers.

Fiber laser setups can be made with fibers only, without any air space components. Compared with bulk lasers, the fiber laser setups need fewer mechanical components. The output of fiber lasers can be delivered to a fiber connector allowing convenient connection to external devices without any alignment procedures. In addition, fiber devices do not often require maintenance. However, if there is a defect, it is relatively difficult to locate the defect part.

Both fiber and bulk lasers can generate high-power up to kilowatts. Compared with bulk lasers, the power conversion efficiency of fiber lasers are often higher but fiber lasers require pump sources with higher beam quality and brightness. Fiber lasers can eliminate disturbing thermal effects so make it possible to achieve an excellent beam quality. Bulk lasers are generally more difficult to obtain this.

In high-power fiber devices, nonlinearities such as Raman effect and stimulated Brillouin scattering can limit the performance. All these nonlinearities are generally less severe in bulk laser devices.

Q-switching and mode-locking can be obtained by both fiber and bulk lasers to generate short and ultrashort pulses. With Q-switching, the shortest pulses is usually achieved with bulk lasers because the gain per unit length is smaller compared with fiber devices. Because rare-earth-doped glass fibers offer a broad amplification bandwidth,
fiber lasers can generate very short pulses using passive mode-locking and have very broad wavelength tunability.

An effective technique for mode-locked fiber lasers is nonlinear polarization rotation, which is less critical than additive-pulse mode-locking of bulk lasers. Harmonic mode-locking is used in fiber lasers for generating high pulse repetition rates (multi-gigahertz). However, this makes the laser setup more complex than that of a compact bulk laser.

Optical feedback is a very critical difficulty in high-power fiber lasers used for material processing. Because they often use master oscillator power amplifiers, which amplifies the back-reflected light. The fiber ends are also easily damaged due to the fairly small effective mode area. At high-power level the use of an isolator at the fiber ends to cancel back-reflected light is not always practical.

To determine in which applications fiber lasers or bulk lasers are more applicable, some general guidelines are as follows:

- “Fiber lasers are suitable for generating very high average powers with high beam quality. This holds particularly for unusual wavelengths, where no good bulk crystals or glasses are available. Fiber lasers are clearly superior for difficult lasing schemes such as low-gain transitions or upconversion. However, bulk lasers are required for some other spectral regions; for example, there is no fiber laser to replace a broadly tunable Ti:sapphire laser in the region of 700–1000 nm.” [72]

- “Bulk lasers have a higher potential for high pulse energies and peak powers either with Q switching or with mode locking.” [72]

- “Bulk lasers can utilize pump sources with very poor beam quality. In the most extreme case, a side-pumped rod laser can be pumped with discharge lamps. This can be advantageous e.g. when very high peak powers in pulses with moderate repetition rates are required.” [72]

- “Bulk lasers are often preferable when a stable linear polarization is required (and polarization-maintaining fibers can not be used for some reason).” [72]

- “For ultrashort pulse generation, bulk lasers make it easier to achieve a high peak power and a high pulse quality in terms of smooth spectral shape, low chirp and low background.” [72]
• “In terms of fabrication cost, fiber lasers will often be superior for devices with low demands on peak power, polarization, emission bandwidth, pulse quality, etc. However, more stringent demands of such type can often favor a bulk laser, as a fiber device would require complicated additional measures or very special parts. Also, the often higher development cost of fiber-based devices can be a problem in cases with small sales numbers.” [72]

From the above guidelines, one can see that depending on the particular demands, fiber lasers or bulk lasers can be utilized based on their own advantages and disadvantages.
Chapter 3

Ultrashort Laser Pulses

Since the first laser was reported in 1960 [25], scientists have been continually interested in finding new methods to generate ultrashort laser pulses in the picosecond (ps) and femtosecond (fs) regime. The generation of ultrashort pulses opens up fascinating applications based on their unique properties [23]: the pulse energy can be concentrated in a temporal interval as short as several fs, which corresponds to only a few optical cycles in the visible range; the pulse peak power can be extremely high even at moderate pulse energies. This chapter starts with mathematical description of laser pulses and then pays attention on the most common methods for generation of ultrashort laser pulses.

3.1 Mathematical Description of Laser Pulses

This description is essentially referred from [11, 24, 73]. Generally, we write an optical pulse in terms of a slowly varying envelope function $A(t)$ times an optical carrier term:

$$\varepsilon(t) = Re[A(t)e^{j\omega_0 t}] = \frac{1}{2}[A(t)e^{j\omega_0 t} + A^*(t)e^{-j\omega_0 t}],$$

(3.1)

where $A^*(t)e^{-j\omega_0 t}$ is the complex conjugate of $A(t)e^{j\omega_0 t}$, and $\omega_0$ is a carrier frequency.

The average power over an optical cycle is given by

$$P(t) = |A(t)|^2.$$  

(3.2)
The spectrum \( \tilde{E}(\omega) \) is then given by
\[
\tilde{E}(\omega) = \frac{1}{2} [ \tilde{A}(\omega - \omega_0) + \tilde{A}^*(-\omega - \omega_0)],
\]
where
\[
\tilde{A}(\omega) = \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} A(t) e^{-j\omega t} dt
\]
is the Fourier transform of the envelop function \( A(t) \). The power spectrum is given by \( |\tilde{E}(\omega)|^2 \).

We can derive the optical pulse \( \varepsilon(t) \) directly from performing the inverse Fourier transform of the double-sided spectrum described in Eq. 3.3 or from the single-sided spectrum as follows
\[
\varepsilon(t) = \text{Re} \left[ \frac{1}{2\pi} \int \tilde{A}(\omega - \omega_0) e^{j\omega t} d\omega \right].
\]

Table 3.1 lists mathematical description of three common pulse shapes e.g. Gaussian, secant hyperbolic \( (\text{sech}^2) \), and Lorentzian. These pulse shapes are standard for theoretically analyzing and often used to approximate experimental results. Temporal amplitude and intensity distributions as well as spectral amplitude and intensity distributions are shown. Gaussian pulse shape has quickly falling wings, which are proportional to \( e^{-t^2} \). Gaussian pulse shape is not always true in a real experiment.

The \( \text{sech}^2 \) pulse shape has slower falling wings proportional to \( e^{-t} \). Finally, Lorentzian pulses with large wings proportional to \( 1/t \). These later shapes are more appropriate to represent experimental situations.

To measure an event in time a shorter event is required. Therefore, for pulses of an ultrashort duration, the pulse is used to measure itself and using the autocorrelation function is a solution. The operation principles of this method is to divide the desired measuring pulse using a beam splitter into two copies with one is delayed with respect to the other. These copies are superimposed in a nonlinear crystal, where they interact on the basis of some nonlinearity, provided that they overlap temporarily.

The intensity autocorrelation function plays an important role in temporal pulse characterization techniques. It is determined as the time integral of temporal pulse
Table 3.1: The mathematical description of some common pulse shapes in the time and frequency domains [23], respectively. \( \tau \) and \( \omega_0 \) are temporal FWHM and carrier frequency, respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Shape</th>
<th>Temporal amplitude</th>
<th>Temporal intensity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gaussian</td>
<td>( \exp[-2\ln 2(\tau^2/\tau^2)] )</td>
<td>( \exp[-4\ln 2(\tau^2/\tau^2)] )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sech(^2)</td>
<td>( \text{sech}[2\ln(1 + \sqrt{2})\frac{\tau}{\tau}] )</td>
<td>( \text{sech}^2[2\ln(1 + \sqrt{2})\frac{\tau}{\tau}] )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lorentzian</td>
<td>( [1 + \frac{4}{1 + \sqrt{2}}(\tau^2/\tau^2)]^{-1} )</td>
<td>( [1 + \frac{4}{1 + \sqrt{2}}(\tau^2/\tau^2)]^{-2} )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Shape</th>
<th>Spectral amplitude</th>
<th>Spectral intensity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gaussian</td>
<td>( \sqrt{\frac{\pi}{2\ln 2}} \tau \exp[-\frac{\pi^2(\omega-\omega_0)^2}{8\ln 2}] )</td>
<td>( \frac{\pi}{2\ln 2} \tau^2 \exp[-\frac{\pi^2(\omega-\omega_0)^2}{4\ln 2}] )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sech(^2)</td>
<td>( \frac{\pi}{2\ln(1 + \sqrt{2})} \tau \text{sech}[\frac{\pi\tau(\omega-\omega_0)}{4\ln(1 + \sqrt{2})}] )</td>
<td>( \frac{(\pi}{2\ln(1 + \sqrt{2})} \tau^2 \text{sech}^2[\frac{\pi\tau(\omega-\omega_0)}{4\ln(1 + \sqrt{2})}] )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lorentzian</td>
<td>( \frac{\pi\sqrt{1 + \sqrt{2}}}{2\tau} \exp[-\frac{\sqrt{1 + \sqrt{2}}\tau(\omega-\omega_0)}{2}] )</td>
<td>( \frac{\pi^2}{4\tau^2} \tau e^{2\tau} \exp[-\sqrt{1 + \sqrt{2}}(\omega-\omega_0)] )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The shifted replica is used as a gate to scan the same pulse. The autocorrelation function has a property that is always symmetric and centered around \( \delta = 0 \). Autocorrelation width \( \tau_{AC} \) is determined by the pulse width \( \tau \) as follows

\[
\tau_{AC} = \frac{1}{D_{AC}} \tau, \quad (3.7)
\]

where \( D_{AC} \) is the deconvolution factor. \( D_{AC} \) depends on the assumed pulse shape.

Fig. 3.1 (a) and (b) show calculated optical pulses and intensity autocorrelation traces in different assumed pulse shapes (Lozentzian, Gaussian, and sech\(^2\)). Even though all three pulses have the same 100 fs FWHM pulsewidth, the width of the autocorrelation traces differs according to the value of \( D_{AC} \) for each kind of pulse shape. The values of \( D_{AC} \) for different commonly used pulse shapes are listed in Table 3.2.

In characterizing ultrashort pulses, the information about phase variations in either the frequency or time domains is also important. The temporal phase \( \phi(t) \) and the spectral phase \( \varphi(\omega) \) are defined, as follows

\[
A(t) = |A(t)|e^{j\phi(t)} \quad (3.8)
\]
Figure 3.1: (a) Calculated optical pulses of different assumed shapes with the same FWHM. (b) Their correspondingly calculated autocorrelation traces [11]

Table 3.2: Deconvolution factors $D_{AC}$ and time-bandwidth products $K_{TB}$ for common pulse shapes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pulse shape</th>
<th>$D_{AC}$</th>
<th>$K_{TB}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gaussian</td>
<td>$1/\sqrt{2}$</td>
<td>0.441</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sech$^2$</td>
<td>0.6482</td>
<td>0.315</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lorentzian</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.142</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

and

$$\tilde{A}(\omega) = |A(\omega)|e^{j\varphi(\omega)}.$$ (3.9)

The temporal phase $\phi(t)$ can also be expanded into the Taylor series around time zero for small derivations

$$\phi(t) = \sum_{k=0}^{\infty} \frac{\phi^{(k)}(0)}{k!}(t)^k,$$ (3.10)

where

$$\phi^{(k)}(0) = \left. \frac{\partial^k \phi(t)}{\partial t^k} \right|_{t=0}.$$ (3.11)

Instantaneous frequency $\omega(t)$ is defined from the time derivative of the temporal phase as follows

$$\omega(t) = \omega_0 - \frac{d\phi(t)}{dt}.$$ (3.12)

The first term of the Taylor series of the temporal phase $\phi(0)$ is the absolute phase of the pulse. The first order derivative $\dot{\phi}(0)$ in the second term of the series is linear with time and describes a shift of the carrier frequency $\omega_0$. While the second order derivative in the third term corresponds to the linear motion of the instantaneous frequency; this term is called a linear chirp. The up-chirp and down-chirp correspond to the frequency
increasing and decreasing versus time, respectively. The next terms are the quadratic chirp, cubic chirp, and so on.

Similarly, the spectral phase $\varphi(\omega)$ can be expanded into the Taylor series around the carrier frequency $\omega_0$, as follows

$$\varphi(\omega) = \sum_{k=0}^{\infty} \frac{\varphi^{(k)}(\omega_0)}{k!} (\omega - \omega_0)^k,$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.13)

where

$$\varphi^{(k)}(\omega_0) = \left. \frac{\partial^k \varphi(\omega)}{\partial \omega^k} \right|_{\omega=\omega_0}. \hspace{1cm} (3.14)$$

The first term $\varphi(\omega_0)$ in Eq. 3.13 is the absolute phase of the pulse in the time domain. The first order derivative $\varphi'(\omega_0) = T_g(\omega_0)$ is the so-called group delay (GD), which leads to a shift of the pulse envelope in the time domain. While the second order derivative

$$D_2(\omega_0) = \varphi''(\omega_0) = \left. \frac{\partial T_g(\omega)}{\partial \omega} \right|_{\omega=\omega_0} \hspace{1cm} (3.15)$$

is so-called group delay dispersion (GDD), as call as second order dispersion. The higher order derivatives (GDD and higher) describe the frequency dependence of the GD. These higher order derivatives are responsible for dispersive effects and changes in temporal structure of the optical pulse envelope.

A pulse is called a Fourier transform limited pulse if the phase variation of such pulse has a linear time dependence; in other words, the instantaneous frequency of the pulse is time-independent. In such case, the pulse width is determined by its spectral width as given by

$$\tau \Delta \omega = 2\pi K_{TB}. \hspace{1cm} (3.16)$$

$\tau$ and $\Delta \omega$ are FWHM of intensity profile in the time domain and frequency domain, respectively. $K_{TB}$ is a constant, its value depends on the pulse shape as shown in Table 3.2. Eq. 3.16 is called time-bandwidth product, which means that the shorter pulse width, the wider frequency bandwidth. For a given spectrum, there is only one shortest possible pulse duration. Therefore, this equation provides the lower limit for the estimation of the real laser pulse duration.
3.2 Methods for Generation of Ultrashort Laser Pulses: Mode-Locking

Mode-locking is a technique referred to a locking of the phase relationship between longitudinal modes of the laser resonator. This technique was first proposed in 1964 [74]. Mode-locking is a group of methods to obtain ultrashort pulses from lasers, which are then so-called mode-locked lasers. When a laser operates, it oscillates simultaneously over all the resonance frequencies of the laser cavity as long as the gain is greater than the cavity losses. These resonance frequencies make up the set of longitudinal modes of the laser [75]. As longitudinal modes are locked together, the laser output intensity is no longer constant with time. Fig. 3.2 illustrates the temporal evolution of the intracavity field in a laser. The top blue curve shows a pulse train with a fixed phase relationship, so that at periodic temporal positions the electric fields of all longitudinal modes add up to a maximum. In the case of random phases, the time distribution of the intensity shows a random distribution of maxima.

![Figure 3.2: Illustration of the influence of the phase relation when mode-locking. The longitudinal modes have a fixed phase relationship and random phases [12]](image)

To achieve mode-locking, the laser cavity contains either an active element (an optical modulator) or a nonlinear passive element (a saturable absorber). The main role of these active and passive elements is to form an initial ultrashort pulse circulating in the laser resonator. In the stable state, the circulating pulse is affected by various effects. As an equilibrium reached, the pulse parameters are stable after each round-trip. In the case of single circulating pulse, the pulse repetition rate is the same as the the
resonator round-trip time (typically several nanoseconds), whereas the pulse duration is much lower (typically between 30 fs and 30 ps). Therefore, the peak power of an output pulse can be orders of magnitude higher than the average power. In the following parts, principle of the mode-locking will be briefly discussed.

Let’s consider the longitudinal modes that can self-oscillate in the free multi-mode regime of the laser, where the unsaturated gain is greater than the cavity losses, as shown in Fig. 3.3. the number of these modes, so-called N, can vary from just a few (e.g. He-Ne lasers) to tens of thousands (e.g. Ti:sapphire lasers). If the modes have constant phase differences, the laser output will have a periodic pulse train with each pulse lasting $\Delta \tau$ and the pulse repetition rate being $T = \frac{2L}{c}$, where L is the cavity length and c is the speed of light. The larger the number of resonance modes, the shorter the circulating pulse is [75]. The laser working under this conditions is said to operate in the mode-locked regime.

![Cavity modes and gain bandwidth](image)

**Figure 3.3:** Cavity resonance modes and gain bandwidth [13]

The circulating signal inside an oscillating laser cavity can be described either in the time domain or in the frequency domain. Recirculating pulse concepts are used in the time domain, and multiple axial-mode concepts are used in the frequency domain. Before introducing any of the mode-locking techniques, let me describe briefly these time and frequency approaches (detail description can be referred in [14]).

- **Time-domain description of laser signals**
The optical field inside the laser cavity with two mirrors M$_1$ and M$_2$ can be illustrated as Fig. 3.4. M$_2$ is the output mirror. After being weakened by reflection from the output coupling mirror, the fields will circulate again inside the cavity and be restrengthened by the amplification medium. The laser amplification process is basically linear and coherent so that the signal’s shape will stay unchanged and thus it will look essentially the same one round-trip transit time later. The repetition rate (axial mode spacing frequency) will be described as follows

$$\omega_{ax} = \omega_{q+1} - \omega_q = \frac{2\pi}{T}, (q = 1, 2, \ldots),$$

(3.17)

where $\omega_q$ is the $q$-th axial mode and $T$ is period given by $T = 2L/c$ for a cavity of length $L$, $c$ is the speed of light.

Let’s consider the real laser signal $\varepsilon(t)$ that may come out of a laser cavity during a single round-trip i.e. $0 \leq t \leq T$, with $\varepsilon(t) = 0$ outside that range, as shown in Fig. 3.5. $\tilde{E}(\omega)$ is the Fourier transform of this time-limited signal. If $\varepsilon(t)$ has time fluctuations in either amplitude or phase that are rapid compared to the cavity round-trip time, its spectrum $\tilde{E}(\omega)$ will have a spread in radian frequency that is wide compared to $2\pi/T$ and compared to the axial-mode interval $\omega_{ax}$.

Now, let’s consider a signal $\varepsilon^{(2)}(t) = \varepsilon(t) + \varepsilon(t - T)$, which consists of the same signal $\varepsilon(t)$ repeated for two round trips. The signal $\varepsilon(t - T)$ is delayed by an amount $T$ in the time domain and its Fourier transform is given by $e^{(-jT\omega)} \times \tilde{E}(\omega)$. Hence, the Fourier
Figure 3.5: One period of signal $\varepsilon(t)$ (left) and its power spectrum $|\tilde{E}(\omega)|^2$ (right) [14]

The Fourier transform of $\varepsilon(2)(t)$ is given by

$$
\tilde{E}^{(2)}(\omega) = \frac{1}{2} [1 + e^{-jT\omega}] \times \tilde{E}(\omega) = \tilde{E}(\omega) \cos(T\omega/2)e^{-jT\omega/2}.
$$

(3.18)

Its intensity (power spectrum) is

$$
I^{(2)}(\omega) = |\tilde{E}^{(2)}(\omega)|^2 = \frac{1}{2} [1 + \cos(T\omega)] \times I(\omega) = I(\omega) \cos^2(T\omega/2).
$$

(3.19)

Fig. 3.6 illustrates two-period time signal $\varepsilon(2)(t)$ and its power spectrum $|\tilde{E}(2)(\omega)|^2$. It can be seen that the two-period signal has the same spectrum as the one-period signal.

Figure 3.6: A time signal $\varepsilon(2)(t)$ (left) and its power spectrum $|\tilde{E}(2)(\omega)|^2$ (right) for the same signal repeated two times in a series [14]

If we combine $N$ round trips of the the same time signal $\varepsilon(t)$ such that

$$
\varepsilon^{(N)}(t) = \sum_{n=0}^{N-1} \varepsilon(t - nT),
$$

(3.20)

and the Fourier transform of Eq. 3.20 is

$$
\tilde{E}^{(N)}(\omega) = \sum_{n=0}^{N-1} e^{-jnT\omega} \times \tilde{E}(\omega) = \frac{1 - e^{-jNT\omega}}{1 - e^{-jT\omega}} \tilde{E}(\omega).
$$

(3.21)
Hence, the power spectrum is

\[ I^{(N)}(\omega) = |\hat{E}^{(N)}(\omega)|^2 = \frac{1 - \cos(NT\omega)}{1 - \cos(T\omega)} I(\omega). \] (3.22)

An illustration of the power spectrum described in Eq. 3.22 for the case of \( N = 10 \) is displayed in Fig. 3.7.

These equations describe the circulating signal inside an oscillating laser cavity in the time-domain, established by recirculating pulse concepts. Next part discusses this problem in the frequency domain.

■ Frequency-domain description

Now, we will consider this laser signal again but focusing on the frequency domain. A laser operating in a single axial mode is the simplest situation. That means the signal amplitude, phase, and frequency are all constant in time. Such characteristics never happen in a real laser. In the case of two oscillating axial modes, the output field as a function of time can be written as

\[ \varepsilon(t) = Re[E_1e^{j(\omega_1t+\phi_1)} + E_2e^{j(\omega_2t+\phi_2)}]. \] (3.23)
The output intensity then becomes

\[ I(t) = |\varepsilon(t)|^2 = E_1^2 + E_2^2 + 2E_1E_2 \cos[(\omega_2 - \omega_1)t + \phi_2 - \phi_1], \] (3.24)

where \( \phi_1 \) and \( \phi_2 \) are the phase of the two phaser amplitudes \( \tilde{E}_1 \) and \( \tilde{E}_2 \), respectively. From Eq. 3.24 shows that the output intensity is a sinusoidal function with a frequency \((\omega_2 - \omega_1)\). In the case of equal amplitude \( E_1 = E_2 \), the depth of modulation of this sinusoidal beating is 100%. With two axial modes only, the concept of mode locking is not so meaningful because any two sinusoidal signals are always mode-locked.

The situation turns more interesting when a laser oscillates three or more equally spaced axial modes. Supposed that we have three sinusoidal wave with equally spaced frequencies \( \omega_q \), \( \omega_{q+1} \), and \( \omega_{q+2} \) as shown in the top three parts of Fig. 3.8. If they are exactly in phase, the amplitude of the sum signal will appear as in the bottom part of Fig. 3.8.

Consider the case of having \( N \) equally spaced axial-mode frequencies, where for the sake of simplicity, assuming that these sidebands have the same amplitude. Again, if they are all exactly in phase, we can write the total wave amplitude in the form

\[ \varepsilon(t) = \sum_{n=0}^{N-1} e^{j(\omega_q + n\omega_{ax})t} = \frac{e^{jN\omega_{ax}t} - 1}{e^{j\omega_{ax}t} - 1} e^{j\omega_q t}, \] (3.25)

and the signal intensity is

\[ I(t) = |\varepsilon(t)|^2 = \frac{1 - \cos(N\omega_{ax}t)}{1 - \cos(\omega_{ax}t)} = \frac{\sin^2(N\omega_{ax}t/2)}{\sin^2(\omega_{ax}t/2)}. \] (3.26)

Fig. 3.9 (a), (b), and (d) displays the periodic time envelopes that derive from Eq. 3.25 for the case \( N = 8 \). From the phasor viewpoint, adding together \( N \) equal-amplitude sinusoidal waves, if all in phase at \( t = 0 \), a peak will arise at \( t = 0, \pm T, \pm 2T,... \). The peak amplitude is \( N \) times the amplitude of each sine wave. “After a time \( \Delta t = \pm T/N \) on either side of these peaks, however, the phasor amplitudes rotate by enough relative to each other to become uniformly distributed in angle, so that the total field amplitude and intensity fall to exactly zero” [16]. Fig. 3.9 (c) displays a Gaussian spectrum (Gaussian sideband amplitude distribution) with all modes in phase at \( t = 0 \). It also shows an output pulse train but the pulses now have the Gaussian shapes in time with almost no subsidiary peaks.
In general, equally spaced axial modes create a periodic signal in time domain. Mode coupling is the situation when the amplitude and phase of modes are arbitrary but fixed. Meanwhile, mode locking is the situation when all modes are in phase so there are $t = nT$ where all relative phases are zero. Some remarks to remember are the broader the spectrum, the shorter the pulse and vice versa. Repeated signal creates mode-structured spectrum and vice versa. Spectrum’s envelope is exact single pulse spectrum. Modes in phase create periodic signal with one dominant short pulse per a period.

### 3.2.1 Active mode-locking

Let’s insert an active element, e.g. an intensity (or amplitude) modulator (AM) or a phase (or frequency) modulator (FM), inside the cavity which modulates its losses,
as shown in Fig. 3.10. So that we can have what is referred to as either “AM mode locking” or “FM mode locking”. The modulator will induce modulation of the amplitude of each longitudinal mode. If the modulation frequency $\omega_m$ is synchronized with the cavity round-trip frequency, this leads to the generation of ultrashort pulses. Fig. 3.11 illustrates mode-locked time domain behavior. From a time-domain viewpoint, the laser begins to oscillate in the form of a short pulse which circulates inside the cavity, passing through the modulator on each round trip exactly at the moment when the modulator transmission is at its maximum.

From a frequency-domain viewpoint, we can say that each of the oscillating axial modes present in the laser cavity at frequency $\omega_q$ will acquire modulation sidebands at frequencies $\omega_q \pm n \times \omega_m$ as a result of the active modulator. If the modulator is driven at a modulation frequency $\omega_m$ equal or very close to the axial-mode spacing, or one of its integer multiples, the modulation sidebands from each axial mode will fall on top of, or very close to, one of the other axial modes in the cavity. As shown in Fig. 3.12, each
of these side bands will injection lock the axial mode with which it is in resonance. The modulator will then tend to couple together, so-called mode-lock, each axial mode to one or more of its neighboring modes.

This form of intracavity modulation represents the most common form of active mode locking. The modulation frequency must be tuned very close to the fundamental round-trip frequency $\omega_{ax}$ of the laser cavity. The pulse formation process is controlled and synchronized by the applied modulation frequency.

As the circulating pulse becomes shorter, it has less loss when passing through the modulator. The pulse spectrum becomes wider with more axial modes. However, when the spectral width begins to approach the amplification bandwidth of the laser medium, the gain will decrease. Therefore, the pulsewidth limitation results from a compromise
between the pulsewidth shortening effects of the modulator and the spectral narrowing
effects of the laser gain medium.

Assume that the pulse circulating inside the laser cavity is described by a Gaussian
pulse envelope with the general form as follows

$$\varepsilon(t) = \exp[-\Gamma t^2 + j\omega_0t], \quad (3.27)$$

The spectral spectrum of this Gaussian pulse is given by

$$E(\omega) = \exp\left[-\frac{(\omega - \omega_0)^2}{4\Gamma}\right]. \quad (3.28)$$

Here, $\omega_0$ and $\Gamma = \alpha - j\beta$ are carrier angular frequency and the complex Gaussian pulse
coefficient, respectively. $\alpha$ is proportional to $\sqrt{1/\tau}$ and $\beta$ is chirp.

This pulse propagates through the laser gain medium (with gain function $g(\omega)$) in one
complete round trip. It can be written in the frequency domain as

$$E'(\omega) = g(\omega)E(\omega). \quad (3.29)$$

The transfer function $g(\omega)$ can be written in the form

$$g(\omega) = \exp\left[\frac{\alpha_m p_m}{1 + 2j(\omega - \omega_a)/\Delta\omega_a} - j\frac{\omega_p}{c}\right], \quad (3.30)$$

where $\alpha_m p_m$ is the round-trip voltage gain coefficient, $\omega_a$ is the atomic transition fre-
quency, and $\frac{\omega_p}{c}$ is the round-trip phase shift in the empty cavity. The frequency spectrum
$E(\omega)$ of the mode-locked pulse remains narrow compared to the full atomic linewidth
$\Delta\omega_a$ of the laser gain medium. Therefore, the Taylor series expansion of Eq. 3.30 will
be a valid approximation, as written by

$$g(\omega) \approx \exp[\alpha_m p_m(1 - 2j\frac{\omega - \omega_a}{\Delta\omega_a} - \frac{4}{\Delta\omega_a^2}(\omega - \omega_a)^2) - j\frac{\omega_p}{c}]. \quad (3.31)$$

As the pulse propagates through the laser gain medium, we multiply the Gaussian pulse
spectrum with pulse coefficient $\Gamma$ by the atomic gain function $g(\omega)$ using the quadratic
expansion (the second-order term in Eq. 3.31). We will achieve a new Gaussian pulse
with a modified $\Gamma'$ given by
\[
\exp[-\frac{(\omega - \omega_a)^2}{4\Gamma'}] \times \exp[-\frac{4\alpha_{m}p_m}{\Delta\omega_a^2}(\omega - \omega_a)^2] = \exp[-\frac{(\omega - \omega_a)^2}{4\Gamma'}].
\] (3.32)

After passing through the gain medium, the Gaussian pulse parameter has a net change given by
\[
\frac{1}{\Gamma'} = \frac{1}{\Gamma} + \frac{16\alpha_{m}p_m}{\Delta\omega_a^2}.
\] (3.33)

Eq. 3.33 has small $\alpha_{m}p_m$ compared to unity and the pulse spectrum is also usually small compared to the atomic line width $\Delta\omega_a$. So that it can be well approximated by
\[
\Gamma' - \Gamma \approx -\frac{16\alpha_{m}p_m}{\Delta\omega_a^2} \Gamma^2.
\] (3.34)

This approximation summarizes the spectral narrowing of the pulse envelop in the frequency domain, or the pulse broadening in the time domain, produced by one round-trip transit through the laser gain medium.

As the pulse propagates through an AM modulator, the net amplitude or voltage transmission as a function of time can be given by
\[
\varepsilon''(t) = T_{am}(t)\varepsilon'(t),
\] (3.35)
where $T_{am}(t)$ is the time-varying transmission function of the modulator. For a simple AM, it is given by
\[
T_{am}(t) = \exp[-\Delta_m(1 - \cos\omega_m t)],
\] (3.36)
where $\omega_m$ is some integer multiple of cavity axial frequency $\omega_{ax}$. $2\Delta_m$ gives the peak-to-peak voltage modulation index as shown in Fig. 3.11.

The transmission function can be approximated by its quadratic variation about the peak transmission point, as given by
\[
T_{am}(t) \approx \exp[-\frac{\Delta_m\omega_m^2 t^2}{2}], |t| \ll T.
\] (3.37)

Therefore, the change in the Gaussian pulse parameter $\Gamma'$ when passing through the modulator is given by
\[
\Gamma'' - \Gamma' \approx +\frac{\Delta_m\omega_m^2}{2}.
\] (3.38)
The expression in Eq. 3.38 implies that the pulse narrowing, or the spectral broadening, of the pulse produced by passing through the amplitude modulator.

As the pulse propagates through an FM modulator, we can write a formally similar expression in which the phase modulation effects of the FM modulator, given by the following transmission function

$$T_{fm}(t) = \exp[j \Delta_m \cos(\omega_m t)].$$

(3.39)

In this case, the modulation index $2\Delta_m$ corresponds to the peak-to-peak phase deviation in passing through the modulator. A single round trip through the modulator imposes on a CW signal $2\Delta_m \omega_m$ peak-to-peak frequency deviation.

The circulating pulse in an FM mode-locked laser always passes through the modulator very near one or the other of the two peaks of the phase modulation cycle [76]. The transmission function can be approximated by its quadratic in the form

$$T_{fm}(t) \approx \exp[\pm j \Delta_m (1 - \omega_m^2 t^2/2)].$$

(3.40)

The static portion of this phase shift can be absorbed into a very small net change in the total effective length of the laser cavity. Meanwhile, the quadratic portion imposes a small chirp on the pulse on each cavity round trip [76].

As passing through the FM, the Gaussian pulse changes parameter as given by

$$\Gamma'' - \Gamma' \approx \pm j \Delta_m \omega_m^2/2.$$

(3.41)

From Eq. 3.38 and Eq. 3.41 we can see that the net change in $\Gamma$ is purely real for AM modulation, but purely imaginary for FM modulation.

Thus, we can calculate the total change in the Gaussian pulse parameter after one complete round trip around the laser cavity, which is given by

$$\Gamma'' - \Gamma \approx -16\alpha_m P_m \Gamma^2 + \left\{ \begin{array}{l} 1 \\ \pm j \end{array} \right\} \frac{\Delta_m \omega_m^2}{2}.$$

(3.42)

The modulation term on the right-hand side has the front value of 1 as the intracavity modulator is an AM modulator, whereas it is $\pm j$ as the intracavity modulator is an FM
modulator. Eq. 3.42 is equal to zero for steady-state mode-locking. In steady state mode-locking, the spectral narrowing causing by the gain medium is compensated by spectral broadening in the modulator. It can be found more detail discussion given in [76].

3.2.2 Passive mode-locking

Passive mode locking is a technique of mode locking which provides an alternative approach to generate ultrashort pulses. Passive mode locking is useful for high-power flash-pumped lasers and for generating the shortest possible pulses in CW mode-locked lasers. Passive mode locking is, however, also generally more difficult to control, especially if we wish to obtain stable and reliable mode-locked operation.

This type of mode locking is an inherently nonlinear process so it is also rather more complex to describe and less amenable to simple analytical approaches than active mode locking.

In nearly all passive mode locking, the basic mechanism is pulse shortening during propagating through a saturable absorber (SA) placed inside the laser cavity as generally shown in Fig. 3.13. The time-variation of the mode-locked pulse is slow compared to the dephasing time \( T_2 \) in the SA. The pulse-shape change as passing through the absorber will depends strongly on whether the absorbing medium is a fast or slow saturable absorber. In fast saturable absorber, the recovery time \( T_1 \) is much shorter than the pulse width \( \tau_p \), so that the absorber saturates in essence on the instantaneous intensity \( I(t) \) of the optical pulse. By contrast, in slow saturable absorber, \( T_1 \gg \tau_p \) and the absorption saturates primarily on the integrated intensity in the optical pulse [19].

Figure 3.13: Schematic setup of a passively mode-locked laser with a saturable absorber mirror [18]
For the simplest case of using a fast, homogeneously saturable, two-level absorber, the instantaneous input and output intensities can be described by

$$\ln I_2(t) + \frac{I_2(t) - I_1(t)}{I_{sat}} = \ln T_0,$$

(3.43)

where $T_0 = \exp(-2\alpha_0 L)$ is the small signal or unsaturated intensity transmission through the absorbing medium. With Eq. 3.43, if we have a given input pulse-shape $I_1(t)$ passing through this medium, then we can obtain the output pulse-shape $I_2(t)$.

Fig. 3.14 shows schematic of temporal evolution of optical power and losses in a passively mode-locked laser with a fast saturable absorber \[18\]

![Figure 3.14: Temporal evolution of optical power and losses in a passively mode-locked laser with a fast saturable absorber](image)

Fig. 3.14 shows schematic of temporal evolution of optical power and losses in a passively mode-locked laser with a fast saturable absorber. For each time the pulse hits the saturable absorber, the absorption is saturated, and thus temporarily reducing the losses.

Fig. 3.15 shows peak pulse intensity transmission and pulsewidth reduction for a Gaussian input pulse after one round trip through a fast saturable absorber, plotted versus the peak input intensity of the input pulse. The initial intensity transmission $T_0 = 0.01$. It can be seen that for input peak intensities near or a few times larger than the saturation intensity $I_{sat}$, the transmission of the pulse increases quite rapidly from $T_0$ up toward unity. At the same time, the pulse width of the output pulse is reduced by a maximum ratio of nearly 0.6 per transit.

The pulsewidth reduction occurs because the stronger central part of the pulse partially saturates the absorber and is transmitted with less absorption. Whereas, the weaker leading and trailing edges of the pulse are strongly absorbed and will experience high
losses. The absorber can thus suppress any additional weaker pulses and any continuous background light.

Now, let’s consider a passively mode-locked laser with the use of a slow saturable absorber. The instantaneous input and output intensities can be described by

\[
\frac{I_2(t)}{I_1(t)} = \frac{T_0 \exp[U_1(t)/U_{sat}]}{1 + T_0[\exp(U_1(t)/U_{sat}) - 1]},
\]

where \(U_{sat} = I_{sat}T_1\) is the saturation energy and \(U_1(t) = \int_{-\infty}^{t} I_1(t) dt\) is the integrated energy up to time \(t\) in the input pulse. Typical results from calculation of this Eq. 3.44 are not shown because in nearly all cases they turn out to be very similar to the results of fast absorber cases already shown in Fig. 3.15.

For the slow absorber, the actual pulsewidth reduction mechanism is, however, significantly different from the fast absorber. In this situation, the slow saturable medium absorbs the leading edge of the input pulse, but then the medium is saturated so that the trailing edge of the pulse is transmitted nearly unchanged, as shown in Fig. 3.16.
Therefore, the output pulse in this situation expects to acquire an asymmetry in the time domain, with a faster leading edge and a more or less unchanged trailing edge.
Chapter 4

Ultrashort Pulse Generation
Using FM Fiber Ring Laser

In this chapter, I will describe the idea of using an external dispersive single-mode fiber to compress the constant output of a FM fiber ring laser to picosecond pulse chain output. The issue has been studied theoretically through computer simulation and then experimentally through in-lab experiments. I will first start with the theoretical operation of FM laser. After that, the theoretical analysis of chirping compression technique using a dispersive medium will be included. Finally, the experimental setup and results will be discussed.

4.1 FM Laser

First, I would like to describe briefly the theory of FM laser in this section; it is essentially referred from [21]. It was described in the “active mode locking” section that an intracavity phase or FM modulator which is synchronized to the round-trip frequency (axial mode spacing frequency, ω_{ax}) of a laser cavity can lead to mode locking in the laser. This is generally called “FM mode-locked” laser operation. In addition to this short-pulse operation, a laser containing an intracavity FM can also exhibit an interesting frequency-swept mode of operation. This frequency-swept mode is called “FM laser”, which occurs when the FM modulation frequency ω_m is detuned by a modest amount from the FM mode-locked frequency (kω_{ax}, k = 1, 2,...).
By using FM coupled-mode analysis, we have the basic coupled-mode equations for an FM-modulated laser cavity given by [21]

\[
\frac{d\tilde{E}_n(t)}{dt} + \left[ (\gamma - \omega \chi_n^i) + j(n\omega_d) \right] \tilde{E}_n = j \frac{\Delta_m}{2T} (\tilde{E}_{n+1} + \tilde{E}_{n-1}),
\]

(4.1)

where \( \tilde{E}_n \) is the complex phasor amplitude of the n-th sideband, \( \gamma \) is the total cavity decay rate for the n-th mode, \( \chi_n^i \) is the imaginary part of the linear susceptibility of the laser medium evaluated at the mode frequency \( \omega \), and \( \gamma - \omega \chi_n \) is called the net loss minus gain. \( \omega_d \) is a significant amount of detuning frequency between the modulation frequency \( \omega_m \) and the FM mode-locked frequency \( (k\omega_{ax}, k = 1, 2, ...) \).

Now, assume steady-state operation so it is unchanging in time and thus \( \frac{d\tilde{E}_n(t)}{dt} = 0 \). FM laser operation can take place in either homogeneously or inhomogeneously broadened lasers. For either reasonably wide homogeneous lines or inhomogeneous lines, it is possible to have the approximation below even for rather small values of the detuning frequency \( \omega_d \)

\[
|\gamma - \omega \chi_n^i| \ll n\omega_d.
\]

(4.2)

With this approximation in Eq. 4.2, Eq. 4.1 can reduce to the steady-state relationship

\[
j n\omega_d \tilde{E}_n \approx j \frac{\Delta_m}{2T} (\tilde{E}_{n+1} + \tilde{E}_{n-1}),
\]

(4.3)

or

\[
\frac{2n\omega_d T}{\Delta_m} \tilde{E}_n \approx \tilde{E}_{n+1} + \tilde{E}_{n-1}.
\]

(4.4)

Compare Eq. 4.4 with a standard recursion relationship for Bessel function \( J_n(\Gamma) \) of argument \( \Gamma \) as given by

\[
\frac{2n}{\Gamma} J_n(\Gamma) = J_{n+1}(\Gamma) + J_{n-1}(\Gamma).
\]

(4.5)

They are similar. Therefore, a steady-state mode-coupled solution for the FM laser with \( \omega_d \) is given by

\[
\varepsilon(t) = E_0 \sum_{n=-\infty}^{\infty} J_n(\Gamma) \exp[j(\omega_0 + n\omega_m)t],
\]

(4.6)
where $E_0$ is the amplitude, $\omega_0$ is the carrier angular frequency, and $\Gamma$ is defined by

$$\Gamma = \frac{\Delta m}{\omega_d T} = \frac{\omega_{ax}}{\omega_d} \times \frac{\Delta m}{2\pi} \quad (4.7)$$

There is another standard Bessel function identity as follows

$$\exp(j \Gamma \sin \omega_m t) = \sum_{n=-\infty}^{\infty} J_n(\Gamma) \exp(j n \omega_m t). \quad (4.8)$$

Hence, the general form of laser signal at any arbitrary reference plane inside the laser cavity is given by

$$\varepsilon(t) = E_0 e^{j \omega_0 t} \sum_{n=-\infty}^{\infty} J_n(\Gamma) e^{j n \omega_m t} = E_0 \exp[j(\omega_0 t + \Gamma \sin \omega_m t)]. \quad (4.9)$$

Obviously, this FM laser signal has the form of a constant-amplitude oscillation (without pulse).

The instantaneous phase $\phi(t)$ of the output signal can be derived from Eq. 4.9 as follows

$$\phi(t) = \omega_0 t + \Gamma \sin \omega_m t, \quad (4.10)$$

where $\Gamma$ is the modulation index or the peak phase deviation (in radians) of the output signal. The instantaneous frequency is then given by

$$\omega_i(t) = \frac{d\phi(t)}{dt} = \omega_0 + \Gamma \omega_m \cos \omega_m t. \quad (4.11)$$

From Eq. 4.11 viewpoint, the instantaneous frequency swing back and forth in sinusoidal function about the modulation frequency $\omega_m$ with a frequency range of $\pm \Gamma \omega_m$. From Eq. 4.7, the modulation index $\Gamma$ can increase up to $\approx 100$ as the detuning frequency $\omega_d \ll \omega_m$. Therefore, the frequency deviation of the FM laser output can be very much larger than the intracavity modulation frequency $\omega_m$ [21]. The maximum spectral bandwidth is $2\Gamma \omega_m$.

At small detuning frequency ($\approx 1\%$ of $\omega_{ax}$) from the FM mode-locked operation, the FM laser operation will begin as shown in Fig. 4.1. The intermediate detuning region between the two modelocked and FM laser operations is unstable operation.
Figure 4.1: The transition from FM-laser or frequency-swept operation to FM mode-locked operation [21]

4.2 Pulse Compression Using a Dispersive Optical Fiber

In this section, the theoretical analysis of the pulse compression technique using a dispersive optical fiber will be described. It is essentially referred from [37]. Assume that we have the phase-modulated CW light passing through a frequency dispersive optical fiber e.g. SMF-28.

From Eq. 4.11, the instantaneous frequency of the modulated light is given by

$$f_i(t) = f_0 + \Gamma f_m \cos 2\pi f_m t.$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.12)

This light has a nearly linear frequency chirp, and the optical frequency chirping rate is expressed by

$$\frac{df_i}{dt} = \pm \frac{1}{2\pi} \Gamma \omega_m^2 = \pm 2\pi f_m^2 \Gamma.$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.13)
The phase retardation $\varphi(f)$ of a dispersive medium can generally be approximated using Taylor series expansion around $f = f_0$ as

$$
\varphi(f) \approx \varphi(f_0) + \frac{d\varphi(f)}{df} \bigg|_{f=f_0} (f-f_0) + \frac{d^2\varphi(f)}{2df^2} \bigg|_{f=f_0} (f-f_0)^2.
$$

From Eq. 4.6, the output field becomes

$$
\varepsilon(t) = E_0 \sum_{n=-\infty}^{\infty} J_n(\Gamma) \exp[j2\pi(f_0 + nf_m)t - j2\pi\varphi(f_0 - nf_m)],
$$

which can be approximated by

$$
\varepsilon(t) \approx E_0 \exp[j(2\pi f_0 t - \varphi(f_0))] \sum_{n=-\infty}^{\infty} J_n(\Gamma) \exp[-j2\pi nf_m(t-\tau_0) - j\pi n^2 f^2_m \left(\frac{d\tau}{df}\right)],
$$

where $\tau_0 = \tau(f_0) = \frac{d\varphi(f_0)}{2\pi df}$. The term $\frac{d\tau}{df}$ corresponds to the frequency dispersion of the group delay (GDD).

The signs "±" in Eq. 4.13 shows that both positive and negative group delay dispersions can be used for chirping compression, as a result, generating ultrashort optical pulses.

The bunching coefficient ($B$) of the light output of the dispersive medium is defined as

$$
B = -\left(\frac{df}{dt}\right)\left(\frac{d\tau}{df}\right) = \mp2\pi f^2_m \Gamma \left(\frac{d\tau}{df}\right).
$$

As $B = 0$, pure frequency modulation with $\left(\frac{d\tau}{df}\right) = 0$ takes place. As $B = 1$ ($\frac{d\tau}{df} = -\left(\frac{df}{dt}\right)^{-1}$), this is the situation in which the tail of the linear frequency chirp region of the optical field just catches up with the head after passing through the dispersive medium. Finally, for $B > 1$, the tail becomes faster than the head, and hence the pulse begins to break.

In fact, the $B$ value that yields the highest peak is slightly different from the one that yields the narrowest pulse duration. It has been proved in [77] the optimally compressed pulse duration is obtained by overbunching of $B \approx 1.2$. The pulse width (FWHM) is given by

$$
\Delta t \approx \frac{a}{2f_m},
$$

where $a = 0.6 - 0.7$. 
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4.3 Picosecond Pulse Generation Using FM Fiber Ring Laser

4.3.1 FM fiber laser oscillation

The fiber FM laser oscillation setup is shown in Fig. 4.2(a). It consists of a LiNbO3 optical phase modulator (see Appendix A) and an erbium-doped fiber ring laser. The FM laser oscillation is realized by detuning the modulation frequency $f_m$ of the internal phase modulator. The frequency-sweeping mode of operation or FM laser operation occurs as the modulation frequency $f_m$ is purposely detuned by approximately 1% or so from the axial mode spacing or one of its harmonics. In this setup, the axial mode spacing $f_{ax}$ of the fiber ring laser is about 9.5 MHz, and the initial RF modulation frequency $f_m$ is set at 10 GHz. The output electric field of the FM laser is expressed by Eq. 4.9. It can be rewritten as

$$
\epsilon(t) = E_0 \exp[j(2\pi f_0 t + \Gamma \sin 2\pi f_m t)].
$$

(4.19)

And the instantaneous frequency is derived from Eq. 4.11

$$
\nu_i(t) = f_0 + \Gamma f_m \cos(2\pi f_m t),
$$

(4.20)

with the FM modulation index $\Gamma$ given by Eq. 4.7

$$
\Gamma = \frac{\theta_0 f_{ax}}{2\pi f_d},
$$

(4.21)

where $E_0$ is the electric field amplitude and $f_0$ is the optical frequency. $\Gamma$ correlates with the single-pass modulation index $\theta_0 = \Delta_m$, axial mode spacing $f_{ax}$, and detuning frequency $f_d$. The FM laser operation with $f_d/f_{ax} \ll 1$ produces an output FM modulation index $\Gamma$ much larger than the single-pass modulation index $\theta_0$. From Eq. 4.20 and 4.21, the spectral bandwidth given by $2\Gamma f_m$ can be easily tuned by adjusting $f_d$.

4.3.2 Optical pulse compression

The optical pulse compression setup is shown in Fig. 4.2(b) including a SMF-28 fiber with the dispersion of 18 ps/(nm.km) and a guided-wave dual-electrode Mach-Zehnder...
intensity modulator (see Appendix B). Using Eq. 4.17 to calculate the required fiber length for chirping compression of the output FM-modulated light, the fiber length is about 400 m. The modulator has two RF modulation ports and one DC bias port. The transmission function of the intensity modulator is given by

\[
T(t) = \frac{1}{2} e^{-j(\theta_1 \sin(2\pi f_m t + \phi_m) + \Delta \phi_0)} + e^{-j\theta_2 \sin(2\pi f_m t)},
\]

(4.22)

where \(\theta_1\) and \(\theta_2\) are the modulation indices of the two electrodes, \(\phi_m\) is the phase difference between two RF signals, and \(\Delta \phi_0\) is the optical bias. \(\phi_m\) is fixed at \(\pi\) for chirp-free intensity modulation. \(\theta_1\) and \(\theta_2\) are fixed at 0.6 rad. \(\Delta \phi_0\) is used as an adjusted parameter.

First, we consider the setup (Fig. 4.2) without the intensity modulation (points A and B are unified). The chromatic dispersion characteristic of the SMF is applied for chirping compression of the output FM-modulated light, and consequently compressing temporally to a pulse train. The instantaneous frequencies at points A and C are shown in Figs. 4.3(a) and 4.3(b), respectively. Because of the dispersion characteristic of the SMF, the instantaneous frequency changes from the sinusoidal pattern (Fig. 4.3(a)) to the saw pattern (Fig. 4.3(b)). The saw pattern shows an edge with a fast transition of frequency versus time; as a result, the intensity is higher around this edge. Moreover, Figs. 4.3(c) and 4.3(d) show the instantaneous intensities at points A and C, respectively. Note that, the optical pulse has been formed from the flat intensity after the impact of the SMF. However, as shown in Fig. 4.3(d), there exists the background of the generated optical pulse, because the energy in the half period does not contribute to the pulse.
formation. To remove this background, we further employ an intensity modulator as detailed below.

Second, we consider the setup (Fig. 4.2) with the intensity modulation. To remove the background, the intensity of the output signal in the range of the background is reduced before going through the SMF. Therefore, the intensity modulator is added between points A and B in Fig. 4.2(b). The intensity modulator is adjusted to obtain a response similar to Fig. 4.3(e). The intensity of the output signal at point B is reduced to be in the range of the background while maintaining the maximum intensity in the pulse range. As a result, the output signal at point C (Fig. 4.3(f)) shows that the background has been removed while maintaining the expected ultrashort pulse.

![Figure 4.3: Simulation results of the setup in Fig. 4.2: (a) instantaneous frequency at point A, (b) instantaneous frequency at point C, (c) instantaneous intensity at point A, (d) ultrashort pulse shape at point C after compression without the intensity modulation, (e) temporal intensity at point B after the intensity modulation, and (f) compressed pulse shape at point C with the intensity modulation](image)

### 4.3.3 Results and discussion

#### 4.3.3.1 Experimental results

The experiment was carried out using the setup shown in Fig. 4.2 with various parameters: \( \theta_0 = 3.2 \text{ rad} \), \( f_d = 200 \text{ kHz} \), \( \theta = \theta_1 = \theta_2 = 0.6 \text{ rad} \), \( \phi_m = \pi \), and \( \Delta \phi_0 = 2 \text{ rad} \). Figs. 4.4(a) and 4.4(b) show the experimental autocorrelation traces of
the setup without and with the intensity modulation, respectively. At this stage, the autocorrelation traces are normalized and automatically set the intensity in the zero-one scale; thus, we cannot see the background of the output pulses but the pulse width. The real scale of the autocorrelation trace of the output signal will be discussed in the next section. It can be seen in Fig. 4.4(a) and 4.4(b) that the experimental autocorrelation trace widths are 1.6 and 2.68 ps, respectively. The intensity modulator might have increased the frequency chirp of the output FM laser. Therefore, the output optical pulse increased its pulse width and thus autocorrelation trace width increased from 1.6 ps to 2.68 ps.

To estimate the experimental pulse widths, we carried out theoretical calculation and obtained the ratios of theoretical autocorrelation trace width to theoretical pulse width
in two cases without and with the intensity modulation, which were about 1.63 and 1.51, respectively. From these ratios and the experimental autocorrelation trace widths, the experimental pulse widths were estimated to be 0.98 and 1.77 ps for the setups without and with the intensity modulation, respectively. Obviously, the ultrashort pulse of the fiber FM laser was generated by the compression scheme utilizing the dispersive 400 m SMF and intensity modulator. The output FM laser spectrum with 10 GHz carrier frequency spacing, which corresponds to the modulation frequency $f_m$, is shown in Fig. 4.5. The output spectral bandwidth of the FM laser is about 0.5 THz, which is in good agreement with the theoretical calculation, $2\Gamma f_m$. The time-bandwidth products are 0.49 and 0.885 for the setups without and with the intensity modulation, respectively.
These values are different because of the effects of the intensity modulation. There exists a small chirp in the output pulses; therefore, they may be further compressed.

**Figure 4.7**: Experimental autocorrelation traces. The insets show the instantaneous intensity output of the intensity modulation at the respective modulation index: (a) $\theta = 0$ rad, contrast ratio of 2.217:1, (b) $\theta = 0.12$ rad, contrast ratio of 2.54:1, and (c) $\theta = 0.6$ rad, contrast ratio of 2.875:1
4.3.3.2 Background determination

By determining the contrast ratio of the output autocorrelation trace, we can determine the background ratio of the output pulse. The operation principle of autocorrelation is based on the phenomenon of optical second harmonic generation. An autocorrelation trace consists of a peak of height of 3 atop a base of unity height; [78] thus, the ideal contrast ratio is 3:1, which means that the pulse has no background (background ratio of 0%). The background ratio and the contrast ratio are simulated with the same intensity modulation indices. The background ratio is calculated using the amplitude of the base of the pulse over the amplitude of the peak of the pulse. In addition, the contrast ratio is the ratio of the amplitude of the peak of the autocorrelation trace to the amplitude of the base of the autocorrelation trace. Using the same intensity modulation index, the relationship between the background ratio and the contrast ratio is drawn, as shown in Fig. 4.6. Moreover, on the basis of the linear relationship in Fig. 4.6, once the experimental contrast ratio is determined, the equivalent experimental background ratio is also determined.

Fig. 4.7 shows the experimental results of the autocorrelation traces at different intensity modulation index $\theta$ values. The insets show the output signal of the intensity modulation at the respective intensity modulation index. As shown in Fig. 4.7, the contrast ratio increases from 2.217:1 to 2.875:1 as $\theta$ increases from 0 to 0.6 rad. Obviously, the experimental result is in good agreement with the theoretical analysis result.
As shown in the inset of Fig. 4.7(a), the intensity modulation has no effects on the output signal since $\theta = 0$ rad. Therefore, there exists the background of the ultrashort pulse; as a result, the contrast ratio is 2.217:1, which is low compared with the ideal value of 3:1. As $\theta = 0.6$ rad, with the effect of the intensity modulation (Fig. 4.7(c)), the contrast ratio increases to 2.875:1, which is close to 3:1. On the basis of the results in Fig. 4.6, we can transform the experimental contrast ratio to the background ratio. Fig. 4.8 shows the calculated and experimental background ratios versus the intensity modulation index. It can be seen that the background ratio decreases from about 3.1% to about 0.4% as the intensity modulation index increases from 0 to 0.6 rad. Therefore, we conclude that by external intensity modulation, the background has been almost removed.
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In this chapter, I will introduce the use of impulse modulation inside an actively mode-locked erbium-doped fiber laser to generate femtosecond (fs) pulses. As the operating frequency of the modulator is synchronized with the fundamental round-trip frequency of the ring cavity, active mode-locking will take place. Although the impulse modulation operates in the MHz region, it produces the gating window as fast as that of the conventional sinusoidal modulation operating in the GHz region. With fast and large modulation characteristics, the impulse modulation creates an ultrashort pulse inside the laser cavity that is amplified and further compressed after each round-trip to the femtosecond range.

This chapter will start with an introduction of impulse modulation. After that two experimental setups which can generate 500 fs and 300 fs optical pulses will be described in detail.

5.1 Impulse modulation

In this thesis, I used an erbium doped fiber ring laser with an intracavity dual-electrode Mach-Zhender intensity modulator. The intracavity modulator has two RF electrodes with 180° phase difference that were driven by impulse signal instead of conventional sine signal. Therefore, it is called impulse modulation. The illustration of this proposed
laser setup is shown in Fig. 5.1. With the impulse modulation, we can obtain very high modulation speed at relatively low frequency if compared with the sinusoidal modulation. The modulation speed depends on the speed (pulse width and transition time) of driving impulses. Therefore, if we can achieve the shorter driving impulses, we can achieve faster impulse modulation, and thus shorter optical pulses can be generated after the impulse modulation.

Now, let’s see the optical pulse shortening mechanism of active mode-locking using impulse modulation. In general, mode-locking occurs as the modulation frequency is synchronized with the fundamental round-trip frequency. Due to fast impulse modulation, ultrashort optical pulse is generated and travel around the cavity. After each round-trip it undergoes impulse modulation again and be further compressed, because the wings of the pulse experience more attenuation than the peak. Fig. 5.2 illustrates this shortening processes in the time domain.
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5.2 500-Femtosecond Pulse Generation

5.2.1 Experimental setup

The experimental setup of the actively mode-locked fiber ring laser is shown in Fig. 5.3. The fiber ring cavity consists of a dual-electrode Mach-Zehnder intensity modulator (see Appendix B), an EDFA (see Appendix C), a polarization controller (P.C.), and a 10/90 output coupler. The output is characterized by an autocorrelator, a spectrum analyzer, and an oscilloscope.

5.2.2 Impulse modulation and mode locking

In actively mode-locked fiber lasers, to shorten optical pulses, fast and large modulation is required. Here, I employed impulse modulation to achieve femtosecond optical pulses. The impulse modulation operates based on driving two electrodes of the Mach-Zehnder intensity modulator by two electrical impulse trains generated by an electrical pulse generator.

The electrical pulse generator consists of a function generator (Agilent 33250A) and a power amplifier (R & K AA180-RS) working in saturation mode. By using a broadband power splitter, the output of the amplifier is divided into two arms with one delayed by a variable delay (Fig. 5.3). Because the two electrodes are made with 180° phase
difference, the short delay between the two driving signals creates a short in-phase window for the output signal.

In our experiment, we used the shortest electrical pulses generated by the function generator, which have a pulsewidth of 8 ns and a risetime of 5 ns. Fig. 5.4 (a) shows the measured result of two driving signals fed into two electrodes of the intensity modulator, where the delay-time was 1 ns. After the amplifier, electrical pulses from the function generator are amplified and shaped to sharper driving pulses with a risetime of about 2 ns (calculated from 10% to 90% of pulse amplitude).

To explain the operation of the employed impulse modulation, the impacts of two individual driving pulses on two electrodes can be modelled by single effective driving pulses as shown in Fig. 5.4 (b). This is the difference between the two driving signals. In other words, the effective driving voltage is the combined modulation signal.
Fig. 5.5 shows measured transmission factor of the intensity modulator as a function of applied DC bias. The effective driving pulses modulate the transmitted intensity about the bias point. The inset of Fig. 5.5 shows the output temporal transmission profile after the impulse modulation with two ultrafast optical pulses. These pulses will be amplified by the EDFA then go around the fiber ring cavity. After the mode-locking, only the greater pulse (in two generated pulses) survives in the ring cavity. In case, two generated pulses are same amplitude by tuning the optical bias, after the mode-locking, both pulses exist in the laser cavity. These analyses will be experimentally demonstrated in the next section.

![Graph showing transmission factor vs DC Bias](image)

**Figure 5.5:** Measured transmission factor of the intensity modulator as a function of applied DC bias; the applied effective driving voltage modulates the transmitted intensity about the bias point. The inset shows the output temporal transmission profile after the impulse modulation.

### 5.2.3 Experimental results

The round-trip frequency of the employed fiber ring cavity is $f_m = 9.188$ MHz. In our experiment, the impulse modulation carried out at this fundamental frequency. The variable delay was set at 1 ns. The DC bias of the intensity modulator was set at 2.5 V. The output power of the internal EDFA was about 20 mW.

The output ultrafast optical pulses were measured by an autocorrelator (Alnair HAC-150). Fig. 5.6 shows the experimental autocorrelation trace. The autocorrelation trace
width is about 770 fs (FWHM). By assuming \( \text{sech}^2 \) pulse profile, the pulsewidth is about 500 fs. The output spectrum is displayed in Fig. 5.7 with 3 dB spectral bandwidth of about 0.39 THz. The time-bandwidth product is 0.195, which is smaller than the transform limited time-bandwidth product of 0.315 for \( \text{sech}^2 \) pulse shape. Therefore, the generated optical pulses have real pulse shape which is different from the assumed \( \text{sech}^2 \) shape.

![Experimental normalized autocorrelation trace](image1)

**Figure 5.6:** Experimental normalized autocorrelation trace (dotted line) and corresponding \( \text{sech}^2 \) fit (solid line)

![Output spectrum](image2)

**Figure 5.7:** Output spectrum; the FWHM spectral bandwidth is about 0.39 THz

A fast photodiode connected to an oscilloscope was used to characterize the output optical pulse trains. Fig. 5.8 shows the output optical pulse trains at different bias points of the impulse modulation. As analyzed in the last section, after impulse modulation two optical pulses with different amplitude were generated when DC bias set at 2.5 and 2.9
Therefore, after mode-locking only one optical pulse exists in each round-trip of the laser cavity as shown in Fig. 5.8 (a) and (c), respectively. Meanwhile, two optical pulses with the same amplitude were generated as DC bias set at the minimum transmission point of 2.7 V. As a result, after mode-locking both optical pulses still survive as shown in Fig. 5.8 (b).

Figure 5.8: Output optical pulse trains with DC bias was set at (a) 2.5 V, (b) 2.7 V, and (c) 2.9 V, respectively

Furthermore, the influence of the delay-time of the variable delay on the output optical pulses was studied. Fig. 5.9 shows the relationship between the delay-time and the pulsewidth of the output optical pulses. As the delay-time increases from 1 to 4 ns, the pulsewidth increases from 500 to 800 fs. This result is reasonable because the
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The effective driving pulse increases its pulsewidth as the delay-time increases, as a result, the mode-locking generates longer optical pulses.

![Figure 5.9: Relationship between the delay-time and pulsewidth of the output optical pulses](image)

### 5.3 300-Femtosecond Pulse Generation

From the above experiment, if electrical driving impulses are shorter with sharp rise-time and fall-time, the active mode-locking with impulse modulation might generate shorter optical pulses. At the same time, the shorter delay-time between the two electrodes of the intensity modulator could also bring about faster impulse modulation. From those assessments, a faster electrical impulse generator and a shorter variable delay are needed to generate shorter optical pulses.

In order to obtain a train of sharp driving pulses at the fundamental frequency of the laser cavity, an electrical impulse generator (EIG) is designed and fabricated instead of using a commercial pulse generator. The design of such EIG is described in the following subsection.

#### 5.3.1 Electrical impulse generator

To realize very fast impulse modulation, we fabricated an electrical impulse generation circuit, which could generate picosecond electrical pulses for driving a dual-electrode
Mach-Zehnder intensity modulator placed inside the fiber ring cavity. This impulse generator is based on a broadband bipolar transistor and a nonlinear transmission line comb generator. The transistor works in fast switch-on mode and emits impulses with steep leading edges, which are further compressed by the comb generator.

An ultra-wideband (UWB) impulse generator is one of the key components of many transceiver UWB systems. A common impulse generator is based on an edge sharpener, which, with fast switching characteristics, sharpens and accelerates a slow edge of a driving waveform [79].

Semiconductor devices with different physics of fast switching, such as tunnel diodes [79], step recovery diodes (SRD) [80], bipolar transistors [81], and avalanche transistors [82, 83] are commonly used as pulse sharpeners. Avalanche transistors can generate high power, but the pulse repetition rate is limited in the kHz range only. Tunnel diodes have a maximum switch speed at low power. Compared with conventional impulse generators based on SRD, the use of bipolar transistors as key components in impulse generators offers a new and more cost-effective way of generating short impulses [81]. Furthermore, the transistor-based circuit provides a variety of configurations so that its properties can be applied to the field of applications relatively easily.

The UWB impulse generators have also been widely used in laser technologies such as for driving injection lasers [83] and driving actively mode-locked fiber lasers to generate ultrashort optical pulses. In actively mode-locked fiber lasers, fast modulation is required to shorten output optical pulses. Therefore, short impulses with fast leading edges are needed to drive the intensity modulator inside the fiber cavity.

\subsection{Setup}

The block diagram of the proposed fast fall-time impulse generator and signal waveforms at each stage are shown in Fig. 5.10. The impulse generator consists of an edge sharpener circuit and a nonlinear transmission line (NLTL) comb generator. The edge sharpener circuit is a common emitter circuit of a broadband npn-bipolar transistor (BFG35). Unlike the bipolar transistor circuit used in [81] which worked in amplifier-mode and emitted output signal with steep switch-off side, our circuit works in switch-on mode and emits output impulses with steep switch-on leading edges.
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The input signal is well-defined arbitrary pulses with repetition rate of 10 MHz, duration of 8 ns (FWHM), and rise-time of 5 ns generated by a conventional function generator (Agilent 33250A). With the leading edge of the input trigger pulse, the transistor switches on and works in the saturation mode. Fig. 5.11 shows the diagram of the edge sharpener circuit. The output coupling capacitor of the circuit is 10 pF and the output matching impedance is 50 Ω, so the RC time constant equals 500 ps. Therefore, when the input pulse is well-defined amplitude and smooth rise-time, the circuit can emit the output impulse with fast switch-on leading edge of around 500 ps. Then, the output impulse of the edge sharpener circuit is going to the input of the NLTL comb generator.

The next element in the signal path is the NLTL comb generator (LPN 7102) which has the function of further compressing the output impulse of the transistor network. The operation of the NLTL comb generator is based on voltage-dependent propagation velocity of a signal propagating on a synthetic transmission line made with varactors [84]. An impulse with peak power of about 1 W at 50 Ω and transition from high to low voltage will be compressed in time as the initial high voltage portion of the leading edge propagates slower than the later low voltage portion of the edge. As a result, the edge of the input impulse will be compressed to a sharper one.

5.3.1.2 experimental results

The experimental output pulses were measured by an Agilent 86100C sampling oscilloscope. Fig. 5.12 shows the measured input signal (dashed line) and the output impulse (solid line) of the edge sharpener transistor circuit. It can be seen that as a result of
Figure 5.11: Diagram of the edge sharpener circuit

the common emitter circuit, the output impulse is inverted with peak amplitude of -7.5 V at 50 Ω (equivalent to a peak power of about 1.1 W). As expected, the generated impulse had a pulsewidth of 1.3 ns (FWHM) and a leading edge fall-time of 518 ps that was close to 500 ps RC time constant of the output coupling circuit calculated above. Compared with the input signal, the output impulse is shorter by a factor of about 6.1 and the leading edge time is faster by a factor of about 9.6.

Figure 5.12: Measured results of the input (dashed line) and output (solid line) of the edge sharpener circuit
The output from the edge sharpener circuit is fed into the input of the NLTL comb generator to be further compressed. Fig. 5.13 shows the experimental results of the input (solid line) and the output (dashed line) of the NLTL comb generator. It can be observed that the leading edge fall-time of the input impulse is further compressed by a factor of 2.9 to 180 ps. The final output impulse had duration of 725 ps (FWHM) and peak amplitude of -7 V at 50 Ω (equivalent to a peak power of about 1 W). If compared with the initial input signal, the final output impulse is sharper by a factor of about 11 and the leading edge time is faster by a factor of about 27.8. The trailing positive slow ringing is caused by the ringing of the trailing edge of the input signal.

![Figure 5.13: Measured results of the input (solid line) and the output of the NLTL comb generator (dashed line)](image)

Furthermore, the tunable operation frequency range of the proposed impulse generator is experimentally studied. This impulse generator can work well at any input frequency around 1 to 15 MHz. Fig. 5.14 displays the experimental results of the final output impulses at operation frequencies of 1, 5, 10, and 15 MHz. It can be recognized that the lower frequency, the slightly higher amplitude. This is attributed to the recovery time of the RC-circuit of the collector resistance and the output coupling capacitor. When frequency is higher the period is shorter so that the output coupling capacitor has shorter time for recovery. Consequently, the output amplitude is lower. Therefore, by adjusting the values of the collector resistance and the output coupling capacitor, we can broaden the working frequency range. In addition, the fabricated impulse generator was checked by HP 8593E RF spectrum analyzer with generated high-order harmonic up to 10 GHz.
5.3.2 Experimental setup

The schematic diagram of the actively mode-locked fiber laser is displayed in Fig. 5.15. The fiber cavity consists of an erbium-doped fiber amplifier (EDFA), a polarization controller (PC), a fiber coupler, and a dual-electrode Mach-Zehnder intensity modulator. The EDFA (see Appendix C), which includes 8 m erbium-doped fiber (EDF) and total 8 m single mode fiber (SMF-28) for the input and the output, provides the gain medium up to 25 dB inside the fiber ring cavity. Its gain bandwidth is 1530-1560 nm. The EDFA also have two optical isolators mounted at the input and the output to guarantee unidirectional operation. Therefore, it is no need to use any external isolator in the cavity. The PC (Newport F-POL-APC) ensures optimal polarized light enters the modulator. The 10/90 fiber coupler extracts 90% power as laser output and provides 10% power feedback to the cavity. Finally, the 20 Gbit/s LN intensity modulator (see Appendix B) is used as the active element of active mode-locking; it has operating wavelength in 1550 nm band, 3 dB down optical bandwidth $\geq 18$ GHz, insertion loss $\leq 6$ dB, on/off extinction ratio $\geq 20$ dB, polarization extinction ratio $\geq 20$ dB, and optical return loss $\geq 30$ dB. The input and output optical fibers of the modulator are both polarization maintaining (PM) fiber with length of 1.5 m each. Those PM fibers ensure that the modulator operates stably. Two electrodes $D_1$ and $D_2$ of the modulator are driven by the fabricated EIG (described just above). The phase difference of driving signals between the two electrodes is controlled by a line stretcher connected with electrode $D_2$. This line stretcher can make delay-time as short as 250 ps between the two electrodes.
5.3.3 Impulse modulation and mode-locking

Fig. 5.16 (a) displays the measured results of two driving voltages on two electrodes $D_1$ and $D_2$ of the modulator. The line stretcher made a delay of about 250 ps in the time domain between two driving voltages. According to the operation characteristics of the dual-electrode Mach-Zehnder intensity modulator, two driving voltages applied to the two electrodes can be modeled as an effective driving voltage applied to the transmission factor of the modulator. The effective driving voltage is the difference of the two driving voltages applied to the two electrodes as shown in Fig. 5.16 (b). That was an impulse with 230 ps pulsewidth and a very sharp peak. Such the sharp impulse would make fast and large modulation of the optical field inside the ring cavity. This modulation is called impulse modulation.

Fig. 5.17 (a) shows the measured transmission factor of the modulator as a function of applied DC bias; the effective driving voltage is applied to modulate the transmitted optical field. The modulator has a half-wave voltage ($V_\pi$) of about 5 V. Due to the impulse modulation, an ultrashort optical pulse would be generated after the modulator.
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Figure 5.16: (a) Measured result of two driving voltages fed into the two electrodes of the modulator. (b) Effective driving voltage

If the frequency of the impulse modulation is the same as the fundamental frequency of the laser cavity, then active mode-locking will happen and just a single optical pulse will oscillate in the cavity. The single pulse will contain almost entire energy of the cavity. The active mode-locking inside the laser cavity by the impulse modulation can be illustrated in the time domain as shown in Fig. 5.17 (b). The cavity losses are modulated by the effective driving voltage. A perfectly timed optical pulse could be generated and passed by the modulator at the exact moments during every round-trip, where the losses are modulated at a minimum. The pulse encounters higher attenuation in its wings, compared with its peak. Therefore, the modulator temporally shortens the pulse after each round-trip. However, this shortening effect is not infinite as it is balanced
Figure 5.17: (a) Transmission factor of the modulator versus applied DC bias; the effective driving voltage modulates the transmitted optical field. (b) Time domain illustration of the active mode-locking using the impulse modulation (the ratio of pulse duration to pulse period is much smaller in reality)

by pulse-broadening effects (chromatic dispersion or the limited gain bandwidth) [85]. If compared with the conventional sinusoidal modulation operating at a high frequency (in the GHz range), the impulse modulation though operating at the fundamental frequency (in the MHz range) could bring about similar shortening effect to the optical pulse, thanks to the sharp peak of the effective driving voltage.
5.3.4 Results and discussion

We carried out the experiment with experimental setup in Fig. 5.15. The round-trip frequency of the fiber ring cavity was $f_m = 9.188$ MHz. The impulse modulation was also carried out at this fundamental frequency to realize active mode-locking. Active mode-locking was observed when the output power of the EDFA exceeded 12 mW and the PC was properly set. Femtosecond pulses were generated as the output power of the EDFA was about 20 mW. Without driving voltages applied to the modulator, no optical pulses were observed at the output.

![Figure 5.18: Output pulse train of the actively mode-locked fiber laser](image)

All measurements were made with 20 mW EDFA output power. The laser output was first characterized by a broadband photodetector (Focus 1454) connected to a 20 GHz oscilloscope (Agilent 86100C). The output pulse train is shown in Fig. 5.18. It can be seen that the actively mode-locked fiber laser generated output optical pulses with a repetition rate of 9.188 MHz (108.8 ns), the same as the fundamental frequency of the laser cavity. This result confirms that the laser cavity was actively mode-locked by the impulse modulation and a single optical pulse was generated after each cavity round-trip.

The output optical pulses were measured by an autocorrelator (Alnair Labs HAC-150). A typical normalized autocorrelation trace (dotted line) and its corresponding Lorentzian
**Figure 5.19:** Typical normalized autocorrelation trace (dotted line) and corresponding Lorentzian fit (solid line). Autocorrelation trace width was 590 fs

**Figure 5.20:** Normalized optical spectrum (solid line) and corresponding Lorentzian fit (dotted line). The inset displays such spectrum in logarithmic scale.

fit (solid line) are shown in Fig. 5.19. The experimental data was fitted with Gaussian, sech$^2$, and Lorentzian profiles, and these pulses are most similar to the Lorentzian shape. The full width at half-maximum (FWHM) autocorrelation trace width was 590 fs, corresponding to 295 fs deconvoluted FWHM optical pulsewidth (assuming a Lorentzian pulse shape). An optical spectrum analyzer (Advantest Q8384) was used to measure the optical spectrum of the actively mode-locked fiber laser. The normalized optical spectrum (solid line) and its corresponding Lorentzian fit are displayed in Fig. 5.20.
The 3 dB spectral bandwidth was 4.6 nm (0.6 THz). The inset of Fig. 5.20 shows such spectrum in logarithmic scale.

![RF spectrum of the laser output](image)

**Figure 5.21:** RF spectrum of the laser output

Fig. 5.21 shows the RF spectrum of the laser output, which was measured with the photodetector (Focus 1454) and a 3-GHz RF spectrum analyzer (Advantest R3131A) with 199 kHz resolution. The RF spectrum shows a frequency comb of harmonics, which obviously corresponds to the repetition frequency of 9.188 MHz. There is no sideband observed, which suggests that stable mode-locked operation was obtained. The supermode suppression was about 32 dB. From the above values, a time-bandwidth product is 0.177, close to the expected transform-limited value of 0.142 for the Lorentzian pulse profile. Finally, the average output power was measured with a power meter. The maximum average power was about 1 mW, corresponding to the estimated peak power of about 250 W for the 9.188 MHz pulse repetition rate. The output power can be easily increased by using an external EDFA.

In short, with the introduction of the impulse modulation inside the fiber laser cavity, the shortening effect is more effective compared with the conventional sinusoidal modulation operating at the same frequency. As a result, 295 fs pulses can be generated by the actively mode-locked fiber laser at the fundamental frequency of 9.188 MHz. Our findings suggest that femtosecond optical pulses could be generated by the proposed actively mode-locked fiber laser.
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Conclusions

6.1 Conclusions

In this thesis, I worked on developing new technologies for generation and manipulation of ultrashort optical pulses using fiber lasers. For this purpose, a picosecond FM fiber laser and an actively mode-locked femtosecond fiber laser have been developed.

First, I have utilized the idea of using an external dispersive single-mode fiber to compress the constant output of a conventional FM fiber ring laser to picosecond pulse chain output. The issue has been studied theoretically through computer simulation and then experimentally through in-lab experiments. In our experiments, FM fiber laser operation was realized by using a fiber ring cavity with an internal phase modulator and an erbium-doped fiber amplifier. However, the pulse chain output contains a significant background, which is a drawback. To remove this background, we introduced the use of external intensity modulation. The background ratio of the generated pulse chain was calculated and compared with the experimental results. The experimental results showed that a background-free pulse chain at 10 GHz repetition rate was obtained. By the proposed technique, the FM laser could generate optical pulses with pulse width as short as 1.77 ps and a flat spectral bandwidth of 0.5 THz. With short pulse width, wide and flat bandwidth, and high repetition rate, this laser can be used for many applications, such as optical communication.

Second, I have introduced the use of impulse modulation inside an actively mode-locked erbium-doped fiber ring laser to generate femtosecond pulses at the wavelength
band of 1.5 µm. To realize impulse modulation, we fabricated an electrical impulse generation circuit, which could generate picosecond electrical pulses for driving a dual-electrode Mach-Zehnder intensity modulator placed inside a fiber ring cavity. As the operating frequency of the modulator is synchronized with the fundamental round-trip frequency of the ring cavity, active mode-locking will take place. Although the impulse modulation operates in the MHz region, it produces the gating window as fast as that of the conventional sinusoidal modulation operating in the GHz region. With fast and large modulation characteristics, the impulse modulation creates an ultrashort pulse inside the laser cavity that is amplified and further compressed after each round-trip to the femtosecond range. So far, the proposed actively mode-locked fiber laser could directly generate stable optical pulses with duration of 300 fs at the fundamental repetition rate of 9.188 MHz. Average output power was 2 mW and it could easily be increased up to 100 mW level by using an external fiber amplifier. This femtosecond fiber laser is promising for applications in biology such as cell fusion and cell killing.

6.2 Future Research Suggestions

In this section, I would like to discuss and suggest some future research related to the contents.

It has been theoretically demonstrated that subpicosecond pulses can be obtained by using FM laser with the chirping compression technique using dispersive fiber [77]. To achieve subpicosecond optical pulses, this method would require high modulation frequency (> 20 GHz) and high FM modulation index. In this thesis, the pulse width output of the FM laser is limited by the use of 10 GHz modulation frequency. Therefore, by developing a system using a faster phase modulator, subpicosecond pulse generation might be obtained.

About the actively mode-locked femtosecond fiber laser, the cavity was made out of devices with normal optical fibers. Therefore, there might be a possibility that nonlinear polarization rotation mode-locking could have happened inside the laser cavity. This issue is difficult to address with the current setup. Future works should have the cavity with all-PM fiber to make sure the cavity is purely actively mode-locked or is hybridly
mode-locked with both active mode-locking and nonlinear polarization rotation mode-locking. Theoretical analysis of the active mode-locking with impulse modulation is also important to understand the advantages of this mechanism.

The femtosecond pulses generated by the proposed actively mode-locked fiber laser are promising for applications in biology such as cell manipulation and cell fusion; thanks to its stable and flexible characteristics. I am now working on developing a biological cell fusion system using this femtosecond laser.
Appendix A

Specifications of Phase Modulator

In this thesis, we used a 10 Gbit/s LiNbO$_3$ single electrode phase modulator produced by Sumitomo Osaka Cement Co., Ltd. [86]. The specifications of this modulator is shown in the following Table A.1.

Table A.1: Specifications of the used phase modulator

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>T·PM 1.5 - 10 - Y - Z</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Modulation speed</td>
<td>10 Gbit/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operating wavelength</td>
<td>1.55 $\mu$m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insertion loss</td>
<td>$\leq$5 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drive voltage ($V_\pi$)</td>
<td>$\leq$6 V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optical bandwidth*1</td>
<td>$\geq$8 GHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polarization extinction ratio</td>
<td>$\geq$20 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optical return loss</td>
<td>$\geq$30 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum input power</td>
<td>$\leq$10 mW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electrode impedance</td>
<td>$\approx$50 $\Omega$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Input RF connector</td>
<td>K connector (SMA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optical fiber input</td>
<td>0.9 mm $\phi$ PMF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optical fiber output</td>
<td>0.9 mm $\phi$ PMF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fiber lead length</td>
<td>$\geq$0.7 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operating temperature</td>
<td>10 ~ 40$^\circ$C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polarizer</td>
<td>Included (output side)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*1: 3dB down (130 MHz reference)
Appendix B

Specifications of Intensity Modulator

In this thesis, we used a 20 Gbit/s LiNbO$_3$ dual electrode intensity modulator produced by Sumitomo Osaka Cement Co., Ltd. [86]. The specifications of this modulator is shown in the following Table B.1.

**Table B.1: Specifications of the used intensity modulator**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>T·DEH 1.5 - 20 - ADC - Y - Z</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Modulation speed</td>
<td>20 Gbit/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operating wavelength</td>
<td>1.55 µm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insertion loss</td>
<td>≤6 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drive voltage ($V_e$)</td>
<td>≤6.5 $V_{p-p}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optical bandwidth*1</td>
<td>≥18 GHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ON/OFF extinction ratio</td>
<td>≥20 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polarization extinction ratio</td>
<td>≥20 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optical return loss</td>
<td>≥30 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum input power</td>
<td>≤10 mW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electrode impedance</td>
<td>≈ 50 Ω</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Input RF connector</td>
<td>K connector (SMA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optical fiber input</td>
<td>0.9 mm φ PMF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optical fiber output</td>
<td>0.9 mm φ PMF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fiber lead length</td>
<td>≥0.7 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operating temperature</td>
<td>0 ~ 60°C</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*1: 3dB down(1 GHz reference)
Appendix C

Specifications of Erbium-Doped Fiber Amplifier

In this thesis, we used a commercial erbium-doped fiber amplifier (EDFA) produced by Fiber Labs Inc. [87]. The standard specifications of this EDFA is shown in the following Table C.1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table C.1: Standard specifications of the used EDFA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Model</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Applications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Signal wavelength</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum output power*1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gain*1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noise figure*1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amplifier control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Input/Output fibers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optical connectors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operating temperature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Storage Temperature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power consumption</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power supply</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*1: Input power: > 0 dBm @1.55 µm
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